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Constitution chaos
UGBC senators resign amid dispute
By BILL MURPHY

HeightsNews Editor
During
the
Wednesday,
December 5 UGBC
Senate meeting,
Senators Dimitrios
Angelis, A&S '92,
Richard Cirard,
A&S '91, Louis
Kodumal, A&S '92,
and Jason Panos,
'92,
A&S
unexpectedly

announced

the

resignations of their
elected positions.
In
formal
statements given to

the Senate body,

they attributed their
resignations to a
Senate that has
violated its own
rules of law in
passing the revised
constitution to a

student referendum.

"I can no longer
ignore the lack of
leadership and
foresight," said
Panos of the current

UGBC Senate.
The
current
debate over the
Constitution
_i
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approaches, festive scenes like this above

As the Christmas
are a common sight.

Carlisle's return spurs
boycott of classes
By JENNIFER CRAWFORD
Heights Staff Writer
Political science Professor
Donald Carlisle, accused last
semester of violating BC's sexual
harassment policy, is returning to
teach courses at the University next
semester.

After much
controversy
surrounding the Carl isle allegations
and the University's policy on
sexual harassment, Carlisle was
granted a paid medical leave of
absence this past semester.
Carlisle will resume teaching
with the onset of the January 1991
semester. Registration for Carl isle's
classes are not yet closed although
many are half full. No students
have registered for his Honors
Thesis Program, while several of
his other courses are listed under
Dept. rather than Carlisle's name.
A boycott of Carlisle's 1991
classes was called for by students
in a letter to the editor in the
December 3 issue of The Heights.
Active in protesting Carlisle's past
activities and present return to BC,
junior Laurie Quinn commented,
"I feel it's really impeding women
at the University's access to
education."
Meanwhile, Fr. J. Robert Barth,
SJ, Dean of Arts and Sciences said,
"I thought Fr. Neenan's letter was
excellent and stated the case very
well. I support him entirely."
Fr. Barth stressed reconciliation
between Carlisle and the students
and hopes that Fr. Neenan's letter,
which appeared in last weeks
Heights, will aid in this goal.

On Carlisle's return, senior
Indira Perez said, "I feel that by
the administration allowing him
to return, they aretellingwomen
that we're not important."
"Most women I know
absolutely would not register
for his courses," said Quinn.
Kerry Tyson, a senior in A&S,
said, "I do support the boycott."
Tyson continued by saying, "For
Professor Carlisle to want
acceptance he should make a
personal efforttocommunicate
with the students."
Carlisle, an Associate
Professor of political science,
has been teaching at BC for
twenty years. He is an expert
on the Soviet Union and

Soviet Asia.
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Martinez. The emergency
meeting also served to validate
the majority vote in favor of the
referendum, which was
tabulated two nights prior, he
added.
Under Section 6 of the
Executive bylaws, the ad-hoc
Constitution Committee headed
by UGBC Vice President Pat
Moran and UGBC SenatorKevin
Duggan, A&S '92, had the power
toset itsown rules, said Martinez.
"The committee had already
declared that the vote did not
have to constitute two thirds of
the Senate, but simply a
majority," he added.
In addition to the complaints
regarding the voting procedure,
the four resigning Senators also
cited a lack of communication
with the Senate Executive, and
proper pariiamentary procedure
meetings.
at
Senate
"Amendments drafted by Jason,
Dimitrios and myself were not
looked at mainly because they
wanted to leave the meeting,"
said Girard.
Moran, in response to these
allegations, said, "I had offered
for Rich [Girard] to talk about
the issue with me, but he refused
to come into my office and talk.
If they wanted to make changes

in the new Constitution, they
could have proposed the
amendmentsonceitwaspassed."
As far as the lack of a time

[the
commitment,
"we
Constitution Committee] met
every week for two months," in
order to revise the old
Constitution and the amendment
that was proposed in the spring,
added Moran.
The controversy over the
Constitution referendum, in fact,
stemmed from the constitutional
amendment proposed last
semester. According to Angelis,
"We [Angelis, Kodumal, and
Panos] got Chris Hentemann's
and Bob Bisset's opinion, and
they approved it."
"We worked within the
framework of the old Constitution
and it [the amendment] was
passed last spring by a student
vote," said Kodumal.
Moran disagreed by saying,
"Chris Hentemann neversaw the
document. There was no
executive input...and I called
Chris in New York on that."
"As I understand it, if the
President doesn't sign it [the
amendment] then it's not valid,
and Chris never signed it," said

New, page 20
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referendum centers
on the correct procedure to pass
the new Constitution through the
Senate for a student vote.
According to Cirard, the 13-7

the Constitution
"falls one vote short of therequired
two thirds needed," when
following the old Constitution of
1983.
This requirement is clearly stated
in Article VI, section 2 of the
Constitution, said Angelis. The
Article states that 'an amendment
to this constitution may be
proposed in the Senate by a two
thirds vote.'
According to T.J. Martinez, A&S
'92, UCBC Senate Chairperson,
the revisions were never
considered an amendment, but
instead a piece of legislation. "On
Friday, November 30, we held an
emergency meeting to decide if
the referendum was in fact an
amendment or a piece of
legislation...the vote returned 128 in favor of legislation," said
vote in favor of

Four senators resigned during the Wednesday, December 5
UGBC Senate meeting.

BC community relations faltering
By STEPHANIE NEELY
Heights Staff Writer

"Sometimes I think we would
like to build a wall around
campus with barbed wire, and
require BC students to have
passports to get out," said
Terry Cohen, a member of a
two year old community task
force created to deal with
community problems caused by
BC students.
Cohen and fellow member
Steve Costello, both residents
of the Allston/Brighton
community, agree that BC's
main obstacle in obtaining

building permits for projects is the
bad reputation the students have
developed with the community.
According to Cohen, the general
consensus of the community is
that BC students don't understand
that they are not permanent
membersofthecommunity. "They
have no respect for the people that
have to get up for work in the
morning. They have made
themselves the enemy," Cohen
said.
Costello explained that for the
school to begin construction of
any sort, community approval is
required. Only after approval is

granted can the school apply to
the Boston Redevelopment
Authority and to the Zoning
Commission for approval. Plans
are currently being discussed to
put a thirty year restraining order
on BC, banning the school from
buying, leasing, and receiving
land donations. If actualized,this
restraint would contain the BC
campus within in the boundaries
of Commonwealth Avenue, St.
Thomas More Drive, and Beacon
Street. According to Jean
of
McKeigue,
Director
Community Affairs, BC has not
bought property in 21 years. The
school is, however, in the process

of buying a warehouse in
Brighton.
"Mayor [Raymond] Flynn has
essentially empowered these
community groups to have almost
a veto power over the universities.
If they don't approve us, we
cannot get a building licence,"
said Robert Sherwood, Dean for
Student Development. He cited
a case at Northeastern University
in which the Fenway community
groups have gone so far as to
insist on playing a role in oncampus behavioral policy.
Currently, Northeastern is suing
Student, page 19
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plan participants and law students.
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Friday, December 21.
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Thursday and Friday, December 13
and 14,11:00 am 2:00 pm
McElroy Main Dining Room,
Eagles Nest

juice sampling.
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Canon Color Laser Copies!
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Sunday, December 16
McElroy Main Dining Room
10:00 pm-12:00 pm
Prepared and served by Boston
College Dining Service Management
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waffles, yogurt, fruits and beverages.
Yoplait sponsored Mountain Bike

Raffle.

Staff.

Stonyfield Farm Yogurt Sampling
with prizes

to be

Monday, December 17
11:00 am-2:oopm.
McElroy, Walsh, Stuart Hall

raffled.

Lobster Dinner
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Tuesday, December 18
4:30 pm 6:30 pm
McElroy, Walsh, Stuart
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endeavors and a joyous holiday season!
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The Boston College Dining Service Management Staff wish you success in
your
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Late night fire in Mods
By CYNTHIA HEANEY
Heights Copy Editor
Early Wednesday morning, a
fire broke out in Modular
Apartment 40A that completely
destroyed the kitchen, although
no one was hurt.
The fire, which occurred at
approximately
3:58
am,
originated in the kitchen, where a
pot was left on a rear burner of the
stove which had not been turned
off, said Lt. Gene Neault of the
Boston
Police
College
Department.
The entire wall behind the stove
caught fire, and the ceiling above
was blackened from the smoke.
Curtainson a nearby windowalso
began to melt.
The smoke detector in the Mod
was activated and the alarm went
off; however, the four occupants
who were sleeping upstairs at the
time failed to hearand respond to
the alarm right away. Although
the fire alarm in the adjoining
Mod, 408, was not activated, one
of its occupants, Paul Ricciardelli,

CSOM '91, heard the fire alarm
from the Mod and ran across to
find the kitchen in flames.
Ricciardelli said he shouted to
alert the occupants who were
upstairs, as well as his own
roommates, as he ran back into
his own kitchen to get a fire
extinguisher.
He said he failed to locate his
extinguisher, so he ran back into
the kitchen of the Mod that was
onfireand used that extinguisher
to put out the blaze. By this time,
the occupants of the Mod had
awakened and were coming
downstairs. They then called the
BC Police Department.
The BC Police Department
responded to the call and also
contacted the City of Boston Fire
Department, which serves the
area of campus in which the
Mods are located, said Neault.
The fire alarms in the individual
Mods are not connected to any
central authority, such as the BC
Police Department or the City of
Boston Fire Department,

UGBC referendum
passed despite low
student turnout
By NANCY DRANE

Heights Staff Writer

UGBC Executive Vice President
Patrick Moran A&S '91. Said
Moran, "I am happy that the
referendum has gone through,
and that the UGBC will be
allowed to become an even more
effective body through the
changes made to the outdated
1983 Constitution."
These changes, which were
taken partially from a revised
constitution drafted last year by a
few UGBC Senators, include
specification among legislative
processes in the UGBC Senate,
changes of Senate jurisdictions
from a specific dorm area to "atlarge," and clarification of the
UGBC Election Code.
Lisa Noller, Asst. Chairperson
of the UGBC Senate said, "I
would stress that the low turnout
is not indicative of the importance
of this referendum vote. By
passing this Constitution, the best
interests of the students have been
,

4

The results of the Student
Referendum of the UGBC
Constitution held on December
and 5 are as follows: 148 for, 13
against and 8 votes disqualified.
The referendum now allows
the UGBC President, Rick
Culliton, ten days to sign the
Constitution into law.
Balcerzak,
Gail
CoChairperson of the UGBC Election
Committee said, "We are
dissapointed with the small
turnout of 169 out of an 8,000
member student body, but we
would like to thank all those who
did take the time out to vote."
The referendum follows an
intense review by the UGBC
Constitution Committee, made up
of UGBC Senator Kevin Duggan,
A&S '92, bipartisan member
Vincent O'Neill, A&S '91, and

although all other residence halls
on campus are connected to both.
When the Boston Fire
Department came, the fire was
already extinguished, but
because of the large amount of
smokestill issuingfromthewalls,
they though there might still be a
fire inside them. They broke down
the ceiling and walls to make
surethere was no fire, said Neault.
Gary Larkin, A&S '91, who lives
in Mod 40A, said he was sleeping
upstairs at the time of the fire.
When he responded to the alarm,
Ricciardelli was already in the
kitchen puttingoutthefire. Larkin
said he did not see the fact that
the Mod fire alarms are not
hooked up to a central authority
as being a problem in their case,
but that, "It might have gotten the
IBC] Police and firefighters here
more quickly, especially in
another situation."
He also said that although the
stove had been lefton accidently,
the high/low and on/off markings
had been completely rubbed off
through use and it frequently had
been difficult to read the stove
indicators.
Although noneoftheir personal
possessions were ruined, the
kitchen was almost completely
destroyed, said Larkin. He said
BC has been good about
rebuilding the kitchen, and as of
Saturday night they had new
sheetrock walls and a new stove
put in and ready to be used,
although they have no kitchen
cabinets yet.
Larkin and his roommatesslept
neighbors'
in
Mods the next night
because of the smel I of the smoke,
although they were allowed back
into their Mod. He said he is
grateful that everybody, including
his neighbors, RAs, and the
Administration, has been very
helpful and made things run more
smoothly, especially since final
exams are approaching.
Other Mod residents have
expressed some concern over the
fact that the alarm systems are
not hooked up to a central
authority. "I can't believe that.
No one would ever know that it is
burning down, especially if it's
over vacation. There would be
nothing to draw attention to it,"
said Amanda Carlson, CSOM '91.

fine print
By

Andrea L. Benoit

Extra! Extra!
Attention all Boston College students, faculty, administration,
and staff! The Heights has recently discovered through reliable
sources and dangerous undercover investigation that most Boston
College students drink. Alcohol.
Although we realize that at any given time, approximately 3/4 of
BC undergraduates are under 21 (the legal drinking age in
Massachusetts), it has come to our attention that they too drink.
Indeed, many BC students consume alcohol at establishments on
Commonwealth Ave., and in the Cleveland Circle area. Some drink
at off-campus apartments. And most BC students drink in their
residence halls.
The other 1/4 of BC students are of legal drinking age and may
possess alcohol and consume it. They can even hold parties in their
residence hall, if it is registered with the University.
While many people will dismiss drinking as something that
everyone does, light to moderate drinking, also known as social
drinking, is not what is causing the serious problems currently
plaguing BC. Heavy drinking is. And despite efforts to deny that
many BC students are heavy drinkers, the statistics speak for

themselves.

A survey of col lege freshmen conducted last year by the Harvard
School of Public Health was recently presented at a conference at
Harvard University. Of the BC students surveyed, 95% reported
drinking alcohol at some time, and only 9% consider themselves
nondrinkers/abstainers at this time. 91 % of BC freshmen, nearly all
of them three years under the legal drinking age, are drinkers.

The denial that BC students drink could easily be disproven by a
casual stroll across our campus on a weekend night (many people
consider Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, and Saturday to be
weekends), but the proof that BC students are heavy drinkers is in
their responses. 35% of BC freshmen reported that when they drink
alcohol, they usually drink five or more drinks, but only 2.4%
classified themselves as heavy drinkers. The students themselves are
the first to deny their drinking habits. And drinking problems.
70% of the same BC freshmen also reported that they sometimes
or often drink in their residence halls. It is difficult for freshmen to
carry and store beer (the drink of choice according to the survey) in
their residence halls. Many turn to liquor because it is easier to
conceal. It is also more difficult to measure. Most of the alcohol
incidents this past semester involved liquor and students who did
not realize how much they were drinking. Several students were
seriously injured, and more were hospitalized this past semester as
a result of alcohol abuse than any other year. Some were close to
death, with BAC's around 0.3.
Last weekend, two semi-conscious women were found on the
middle campus. Witnesses saw a group of students carrying the
women, placingthemon theground, and then leaving them behind.
Abandonment has occurred far too many times this semester on our
campus.
In the past year, 49% of BC freshmen sometimes or often had a
hangover, 1 0% missed classes, 10% got behind in their work, 25%
did something they regretted, 1 7% forgot what they did, and 24%
had unplanned sex because of their drinking. To suggest that BC has
a drinking problem would be an understatement.
The problems here at BC are much I ike those at other universities,
but things seem to begetting worse. Student drinking will probably
never end, but BC must find a new, effective means of controlling
it. The University must admit the gravity of the situation here, and
accept

Voices from The Heights

responsibility for the safety and well-being of its students.

By Kevin Keating

What are you going to miss the most about The Heights?

Maureen Marshall,
SOE '91
Cynthia Heaney,
A&S'9l

Bill Murphy,
A&S'9l

Andrea L. Benoit,
A&S '91
Margaret Ann Goetz,
A&S '91

Lan Klimon,
A&S'9l

Jay Savage,
A&S '91

Free food, free
drinks, free ads, free
trips to Miami.

The opportunity to
experience the only
true journalism at
BC.and free food.

Separating our
garbage into
disposable and
recycleable items.

Marker fights in
the office.

The freebies.
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Environmental act passed by Senate
Howard, A&S '93. He stated that
the Committee will look into the
way BC eliminates waste, and
how they use energy and other
resources, and lobby the
administration for campus-wide
recycling
and
other
environmentally sound practices.
Currently, said Howard, this
campus-wide recycling effort has
been thwarted by some
administration offices than have
been less than supportive.
However, Dining Services,
Buildings and Grounds, and other
individuals have been very
cooperative, he said. The

JOE McCAFFERTY
Heights Assistant News Editor

By

The UGBC Senate passed the
Environmental Care Act, which
takes a tough stand on recycling
and other environmental issues,
by an overwhelming vote last
Wednesday, December 5.
Only one Senator voted against
the act, which now awaits the
decision of RickCulliton, UGBC
President. The act was proposed
by Steve Howard, and was
endorsed by TREE and Vice
President of Social Awareness,
Scott Sellers.
The act wi 11 create a permanent
committee tobe called the UGBC
Committee on Recycling and the
Environment. The purpose of this
Committee will be "to monitor
the way that BC does business as
to the environmental soundness
of their policies," said Steve

is made of at least 50 percent
recycled material, and that these
organizations work with TREE to
continue the recycling effort.
It also states that styrofoam,
plastic and paper utensils cannot
be used at all UGBC funded
events. It is estimated that it will
cost 20 cents more per student to
pay for the use of silverware, real
plates, and cloth napkins at these
events, said Howard. This
provision will be effective next
semester, he said.

The third part of the act states
that the UGBC cannot advertise
in or give revenue to any
publication that is not printed on
at least 50 percent recycled paper.
This clause will not go into effect
until January 1, 1992, said
Howard. Currently, The Heights
is not printed on recycled paper.
"It's a tough position to take
but if we wait like the rest of
society to do these things, we're
going to be waiting along with
everyone else," said Howard.

"We're hopingthesepolicies will
their way to the

make

administration," he continued.
Culliton, who has not decided
to sign the act or not, said he has

mixed feelings about the act.
"It's a good step," he said. "What
it's trying to do is great, it's
something the UCBC should act
on. The problem with itisthatnot
enough insight has gone into
looking into the restrictions. There
are a lot of specifics that have to
be worked on."

Merry Christmas from The Heights

committee will serve as "an

advocate for environmental
security on the campus," the
document stated.
The second provision of the
act is that the UGBC and all
organizations which are funded
by them will use only paper that

Q \u2666- Who could afford to
study in Spain next
summer?
A,-YOU!

historic architecture and

of the Alhambra and the
works of El Greco. You'll
experience spec-tacular
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COnVERSE
©UDTILI?

MOQIHnr
MONDAY, DECEMBER 10, 5-BPM
WILLIAM J. FLYNN RECREATION COMPLEX
PRESENTED BY CONVERSE FACTORY OUTLET OF MALDEN AND THE
BOSTON COLLEGE INTRAMURAL DEPARTMENT

FREE CONVERSE GIVEAWAYS WHILE THEY LAST
SPECIAL OFFER

BUY 1 PAIR GET 2ND PAIR HALF PRICE

INFORMATION REQUEST FORM

CASH OR CHECKS ONLY. NO CHARGES.

SUMMER 1991 PROGRAM IN SEVILLE, SPAIN
NAME:

BRING A FRIEND!

-

-ACTIVEWEAR

__

HOME ADDRESS:

-

SALE: T-SHIRTS, SWEATS, AEROBIC

TRY LATEST SHOE LINE:

-SIZE 9 SHOE TEST:

COLLEGE ADDRESS:

WEAR

FOR BASKETBALL, VOLLEYBALL, RUNNING,
WALKING, AEROBICS, RACQUET SPORTS

MALE (SORRY LADIES) SNEAKER
WEARERS PARTICIPATE IN A WEAR TEST AND
RECEIVE A CONVERSE GIVEAWAY! DETAILS AT PLEX

ALL YOU SIZE 9

,

HOME PHONE:

COLLEGE PHONE:

.

ALL SHOES CAN BE ORDERED AT DISCOUNT PRICE AND WILL BE DELIVERED TO
THE REC PLEX FOR YOU TO PICK UP ON WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 12

Mail To:
International Studies, Graduate and Continuing Education
Fitchburg State College,Fitchburg, MA 01420

i

S(?[l©[)A(L

FREE GYM BAG WITH DISCOUNT COUPON INSIDE TO ALL_ENTRANTS
PRIZES BY CONVERSE FOR TOP 2 FINISHERS IN EACH EVENT
CONS BASKETBALL SHOOTOUT

COLLEGE w

2 ON 2 SPIKE FORCE VOLLEYBALL
PICK UP ENTRIES FOR THESE EVENTS AT THE REC PLEX

Fitchburg, MA 01420-2697 508/345-2151
An Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity College

ALL B.C. STUDENTS AND EMPLOYEES AND THEIR FRIENDS
ARE WELCOME!
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Culliton seeks student involvement
By RICK FINCH
Heights Associate News Editor

As a UGBC presidential

candidate, Rick Culliton's
winning campaign was based on
a platform which promised

improved communications
between the administration and
students, and the enactment of a
Social Awareness department
which would work to increase
intercultural consciousness and
address environmental concerns.
After completing one semester
ofhis two semesterterm, Culliton
reflected on a few of the
achievements and struggles
endured at the half point of his
administration. "The amount of
work and time required was
overwhelming for me and the
cabinet," said Culliton, "but it
has been well worth it." Culliton
said he was pleased with the
positive response he has received
from the student body, and the
administration. "We want to
continue our dedication into the
second half of the year," he
added.
The newly formed UGBC
Department of Social Awareness,
which has sponsored a number
of environmental and health
lectures, "has done well in its first

year on campus," said Culliton.
"We all had high aspirations for
the Department," he said, "but
many of these goals couldn't be
reached because the Department
is still in the developing stages."
Culliton said he is pleased with

between the University's
administration and students.
Already, UGBC has sponsored
three forums which have dealt
with tuition, safety, and offcampus concerns, respectively.
Unfortunately, theforums have
been marked
with a dismal
studentturnout.
"It's

very

frustrating to see
so few students
attend these
forums, said
Culliton. "We
have tried to
continually
improve the
communication
between the
deans and the
students, but
the turnout has

been

UGBC President Rick Culliton
the work and progress the
department has made, and added
that Social Awareness has
established a strong foundation
for upcoming years.
One of the issues which arose
during last year's campaign was
the need for open forums which
would improve discourse

programs and events, Culliton
said UGBC is currently trying to
sign a comedian to appear.
Culliton emphasized that "major"
programing will be seen next
semester, and said that efforts are
under way to bring a big name
speaker to the Heights.
"I've been extremely happy
with the way things have run this
semester, said Culliton. "I hope
we can continue it into the second
half of the year," he added.

"We have to focus the concerns
students and generate
involvement," hesaid. "We hope
to do this through programming

of

andaddressingstudentconcerns.
He added that the recent
petition urging the creation of a
Student Center represents a
promising sign that students are
still making efforts to improve the
University.
While he admitted that no plans
are set for next semester's
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The Best Kept Secret In
Newton!

The newest, hottest salon
featuring top hairstylists and
colorists trained by the best in
the business!

a

letdown," he

said. Culliton
remarked that its difficult to
convinee administrators to attend
theforums when only 30 students
arrive.
Culliton stressed that his
administration, while frustrated
by the lack of student interest,
will continue to make efforts to
increase student involvement.

All hair services are

20% off with your BC ID
Manicures and pedicures are available
at 20% off also.

Best of Luck to the 1990-91 Heights staff!
Even more luck to Large Marge, Review
King, Fine Print, Mo, Photo god, the nonveggie vegetarian, & the Peace Dude/Coach
(the Irish guy). Love, 2/3 Triumverate

9\[ine (Beacon Tlact
Newton Centre, MA
244-2169
behind Le Chateau
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for Semester Break
Thursday, Dec. 13,4:30
Fulton 412
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Wherever your job search is taking you,
learn how to make the most of January.
January Career Fairs: (Some have deadlines)
New Jersey Collegiate Career Day
Friday, Jan. 4, 1991, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, NJ
Career '91 New York
Jan. 8 and 9, 1991, Meadowlands, NJ
Conference
Career Development
Marquis,
NYC
Jan. 9 and 10, 1991, Marriott
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Thursday, Jan. 3, 1991, Buffalo Convention Center, Buffalo, NY

Friday, December 21, 1990, Albert B. Sabin Convention Center
New J erse y Society
of Certified Public Accountants
Thursday, Dec. 27 and Friday, Dec. 28, 1990
Information and Registration Materials available at the Career
Center.
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...but most of all, I did it my way.

-Frank Sinatra

As December draws to a close, the perennial changing of the
guard takes place at The Heights. On behalf of the outgoing Editorial
Board, I congratulate each of the new 1991 Editorial Board members
and wish them the best of luck!
Hopefully without sounding entirely self-serving, I take this
opportunity to comment on a few things as my term as Editor-in-Chief
comes to an end. The position itself is something you grow into.
When I started out, I had a lot of growing to do; however, I also saw
a lot of changes that my staff and I could enact.Luckily, grey hair is a
recessive trait in my family. I was also lucky enough to have a great
staff, understanding friends and roommates, and a love of the sense
of impending doom on Sunday nights.
And so the past two semesters have gone by, a mix of both
disheartening and encouraging developments at BC. The University's
nonexistent communication link with the BC community allowed us
to see the power of rumors and unsubstantiated half-truths; the
creation of a detailed University-wide policy on sexual harassment
demonstrated a vast improvement in policy marred only by lack of
student response. The dedication of Ignacio Hall and the beautiful
Mass of the Holy Spirit began the Ignatian Year in a most memorable
way; now, we see violence abroad coming closer to home as those
we know are called to serve in the Middle East. The rise in alcohol
poisonings and other incidents of alcohol abuse at BC, always a
concern, have received considerable attention this semester. I support
those who have had the courage to say what had to be said in the hope
of ameliorating the situation; there are kids slowly drinking themselves
to death all around us. There is no stigma to be gained from disclosure
of the facts; the only shame is maintaining the ignorance of an entire
community for the self-destructive purpose of upholding image.
The Heights itself has gone through a lot of changes since this time
last year, in everything from a new masthead design to the use of color
photos to new features like the Finance page. Best of all, I think we
all had a good time doing it! It made my job that much easier knowing
there were other people worrying as much as I was.Thanks to Scott,
for being such an organized money guy; Bill, for wanting changes and
being creative and (somewhat) humorous; Kerry, for solid sports
reporting with new touches; Jay, for hanging in there; lan, for his
countless hours of work, and for the cats; Cynthia, for living with me
for three years; and Andrea, for some fine print journalism facts when
we needed them most. I wish I had room to thank everyone else on
the staff?you've all been super to work with! Special thanks to my
mom for everything, and for calling me when she found typos;
Maureen, for her constant support and for allowing me to worry; my
roommates Ann Marie and Laura, for concealing my identity; the guys
in 408, for never bugging me to see their names in the paper; and
those tough critics in the Social Work Library. Although they are too
numerous to mention here, I was also always touched by the people
who took the time to tell me when they thought something in the
paper looked good. I will look back on this past year with the best
possible memories of The Heights. Best wishes for a safe and happy
holiday season!

Lyons family has a
merry Christmas
To the Editor:

To all who donated to the Lyons

family:

Thank you each and every one,
for your donation to the Lyons
family. Weraised $900. The family
is now back in their home and
their bills are paid, thanks to your
generosity and others like you.
Whatever money is left will be

given to the Agape Community
to be used for the Lyons as there
is need.
The family is all together back
in their home for Christmas. I'm
sure this Christmas will be very
special for them, thanks to your
generosity.

Eleanor MacLellan RSC
Chaplaincy

BC Police foot patrol
would increase safety
To the Editor:
This semester, campus security

has become a grave concern for
the Boston College community.

With the uproar concerning

assaults and alleged rapes have
come doubts regarding the level
of safety that can be maintained

on campus. To further compound
the problem, there have been car
thefts, burglaries, and random acts
of vandalism on campus over the
past few weeks.
A solution which I propose to
help alleviate the problem would
be to institute a Boston College
police foot patrol. The patrol
would consist of a number of after
hours walking routes to
complement the normal duty of
cruising the parking lots and the

roads around campus.
The officers would still have

advantage
in
being
of
police
with
the
communication
station via radio. A foot patrol
would take the police to areas of
campus that under normal
circumstances they would not go
to. The officers would patrol in
pairs to protect their own safety. A
foot patrol through the dorms on
College Road and upper campus
woluld be more effective with
regard to safety and security than
having a cruiser circle the area at
40 miles per hour. In the same
respect, a patrol through the Mods
might prevent or help in the arrest
of the party and/or parties
responsible for the recent
breakings and enterings.
When the police are cruising
through the lower campus or the
parkinggarage, forexample, there

is a slim possibility thatthe officer
in the car could hear or see a
person who was being attacked.
Often times police cruisers are in
the corner of a campus lot with
theengine idling. With theofficers
on a foot patrol, they would be
more alert and aware to their
surroundings than they would be
in the confines of their cruisers.
This proposal is not calling for
the withdrawal of all police
cruisers, but asks for a
redistribution of the manpower.
Instead of having all cars on duty
for a particular night driving
around campus, set up a rotation
system whereby there are a
number of officers on foot patrol
in the Mods, upper campus, Shea
Field, and the parking garage. Ifa
problem on campus arises, proper
assistance can be called via radio
to arrive by foot or car.
With fuel prices going through
theroof and the tuition costs doing
the same, dollars could be saved.
Safety is not beingcompromised,
but rather it is being enhanced. A
cry for help on Shea Field could
be heard by the oficer walking
through the parking garage. A
suspicious person climbing
through the kitchen window of a
Mod after midnight could be
stopped and questioned. The
officers involved could address
the situation and deal with it
accordingly.
Not only would this increase
confidence in the security
apparatus at Boston College, it
would also serve as a deterrent to
possible crime.
Jeffrey Cianciolo, A&S '91

Former senators can
still contribute to BC
To the Editor:

This letter is intended not to
condemn the UGBC Senate or
any one person. However, it is
our intention to acknowledge that
some problems exist and to show
support for the four senators who
resigned. In the last two years the
UGBC Senate has made a
remarkable recovery in the way
that it functions as a legislative
body, and it is still making
improvements. Even though the
UGBC Senate has made
tremendous improvements,
obviously there are some aspects
which remain untouched or we
would not have seen the
resignation of four of our most
dedicated senators: Rich Girard,
Dimitrios Angelis, Jason Panos,
and Lou Kodumal.
Although we agree that there
are some problems of principle
which need to be addressed, we
feel that it is unfortunate that the
UGBC Senate has lost four people
who were as faithfully committed
as Rich, Dimitrios, Jason, and Lou
were. We have respect for the
decision they made and for the

strong commitmentthey have to

their principles. Having worked
with these people, we know how
difficult itwasforeachofthemto
resign their position as senator.
We are sure that their
participation will be missed by
the Senate and thatthey will miss
contributing to the Senate.
Even though these problems of
principle exist and the Senate has
lost the input and enthusiasm of
four remarkable senators, we do
not feel that Boston College has
lost. These four gentlemen now
have the opportunity to continue
making impacts at BC. We hope
that Rich, Dimitrios, Jason, and
Lou will all continue tocontribute
in some way, because they have
a wealth of untapped ideas and
enthusiasm which we are sure
could be applied to improve other
aspects of student life.

P. LeClair, '91
Joel F. Arcieri, '91
Walter F. Timilty, '91

Thomas

Mike DiNapoli,'9l
UCBC Senators
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The legislative process Senate left holding the "rubber
in Senate is a disaster stamp" for the Executive and ODSD
An open letter to the BC
community:
Chairperson Martinez;

Like yourself, I have served as

the Class
of 1992 in the UGBC since 1988.
During that time, I have made an
a senator representing

enormous commitment of time,

thought, energy, and effort in
helping to bring the Senate into a
position of responsibility and
respect. My service as 1989-90
finance chair, 1990 summer
senator, and current service as
University & Academic Affairs
Chair, has been a rewarding
experience which I will never
regret. The positive efforts of a

number of

senators,

both past

and present, speakfor themselves.
However, I am deeply saddened
to say that I can no longer be
associated with this body. I will
not lend my efforts to a body
which has failed to give sufficient
time or effort in carrying out the
duties and responsibilities as the
direct representatives of the
undergraduate
student
population at BC.
the legislative process within
the Senate is a disaster. This
process has been repeatedly
violated in the interests of
expediency. A legislature which
violates, either with deliberate
knowledge or out of ignorance,
its own rule of law as clearly set
forth in its Constitution and bylaws should have no legitimacy.
In presenting an amended
Constitution for referendum that
is flawed in both form and
procedure, the Senate failed to
act in the best interests of the
students. I refuse to lend my
credibility to this violation.
Perhaps what is most important

to me is the trust that the fellow
members of my class year have
placed in me. They have given

me the opportunity and privilefie
ofservingtheirneedsandinterests
by acting as their voice to both
the UGBC Executive and
University administration. In
some small way, I hope my efforts
on behalf of the entire student
body have succeeded. I am
deeply grateful that students of
the Class of 1992 have seen fit to
return me to this office for three
consecutive years. In keeping
with their trust, and my own
principles, I must now make the
mostdifficultand painful decision
I have ever made in my capacity
as "a UGBC senator.
In presiding over the Senate,
the Chair bears the ultimate
responsibility as chief legislator.
Impartiality is an added duty. To
allow glaring violations of the
legislative process without
corrective action in the name of
impartiality is negligent at best
and a gross injustice at worst.
This is no example of leadership.
In closing, I am deeply saddened
by this failure to lead. Mostly, I
am disappointed that members
of a body which I care deeply
about have put individualism
ahead of the good of the student
body.
I hereby tender my resignation
from the U&A Chair, as well as
from the UGBC Senate, effective
immediately. To those senators
who will continue to serve the
interests of the students, I wish
you well.
Louis Kodumal, A&S '92
Univ. and Academic
Affairs Chair 1990

Senators could have
offered alternatives
To the Editor:
At the December 5 meeting of
the UGBC Senate, something very
disturbing occurred: 4 Senators
(Rich Girard '91 Jason Panos '92,
Dimitrios Angelis '92, and Lou
Kodumal '92) resigned their
positions as representatives of the
BC student body. This action is
disturbing not only to me, who
has had the pleasure of serving
with these students, but also to
the Senate as a whole. It should
also be disturbing to you, the
students who elected these
Senators to represent your ideas
and concerns within your student
government.
As a member of the UGBC

Senate leadership, the reasons
Rich, Jason, Dimitrios, and Lou
gave for resigning were
particularly upsetting. Even more
annoying is the fact that these
four resigned in such a cold,
calculated manner, without

discussing the matter with either
the Senate leadership or the
Senate as a whole. I also think it
odd that Jason and Lou thought it
just to harshly insult the Senate
leadership, of which they are an
integral part.
The charges that the four
senators brought against the
Senate ragned from "ineffective
leadership" to "losing sights of
past goals." These charges are
unfairly biased, and I am
compelled to respond to them, as
I am an object of their
unwarranted attack.
First, I think it is fair to say that
the reasons for the resignations
stem from many sources,
culminated in the recent Senate
debate over the newly revised
UGBC Constitution. Debate on
this document was heated, and

four members of the opposition
were Rich, Jason, Dimitrios, and
Lou.

While there

were

other

disagreed with the
provisions of the document, these
four interpreted the vote to pass
the revisions as a personal defeat.
The Constitutional Committee
acted in the best interests of BC
students when it revised the
Constitution, and offered many
opportunities, through the Senate,
for senators to discuss the issue.
However, Rich, Jason, Dimitrios,
and Lou chose to play a sort of
"cloakroom politics" game that
mirrors
many backroom
negotiations apparent today in
political institutions around the
world. When this tactic of theirs
failed, their desire to be a part of
the Senate wavered.
Second, the leadership of this
year's Senate is far from
ineffective. As I understand the
1988-1989 Senate, it was an
ineffective and inefficient
organization which acted largely
as a rubber stamp for the
executive's wishes. Last year,
Angelis'
under Senator
leadership, the Senate became a
more credible institution;
however, it still had significant
faults. Attendance at most
meetings was low, committee
meetings failed to accomplish
specific tasks, and many BC
students simply hd no idea who
their representatives were.
This year, under Senate Chair
T.J. Martinez, the Senate has
followed Senator Angelis'
initiative, and has taken it one
step further, acting positively to
increase senators' accountability
to the students and setting?and
achieving?high goals for this
representativebody. While there
will always be room for
senators who

An open letter to the BC
community:
Chairperson Martinez;
I write this letter to explain my
frustration of the precipitous
decline of this year's Senate.
Through this decline, I've been
sadly disillusioned by many
whom I thought had the capacity
to continue the change which
had been the hallmark of last
year's Senate.
During that time, we saw the
re-establishment of the Bald Eagle
Award. We saw the Finance
Committee take a more active
role in checking UGBC finances.
We fostered a strong working

relationship with ODSD. We
saw unparalleled cooperation
between the Senate, Executive,
and ODSD in the amending of
our Constitution: a Constitution
that balanced the powers

between the branches of

government and stabilized the
process. Now all that has been
lost.

These past experiences and
others have defined my

many

view of what leadership isabout.
Leadership is being able to put
all biases aside and to
insightfully consider the issues
at hand. If an issue warrants
hours of debate, then leadership
would see that adequate timeis

Senate is industrious,
loyal group of students

To the students of Boston Col lege,

The UGBC Senate being the
largest elected student body on
this campus, has a strong voice at
this University, and has a personal
responsibility to the student
constituency. While running for
such a powerful position, each
and everycandidate understands
(or should understand) that
dedication to the students and
their agenda overrides all
personal motives and personal
agendas. Upon being elected, a
senator must not consider his/her
own well-being, but rather must
push, legislate, and endure the
well-being of the students at
Boston College.
On December 5, it was the
decision offour senators to resign
their positions in the UGBC
Senate. Reasons given included
ineffective leadership, Senate
apathy, and an overall
dissatisfaction with Senate
proceedings in the past. I wish to
refute each and every one of these
points.
The establishment of a
permanant office which the
Senate has been after for over
three years is one example of the
leadership that
type of
characterizes this Senate
executive. The legislative process
has also been improved to
provide more efficiency and
organization and this semester
has seen a proliferation of
legislation designed to benefitthe
BC community including a
Tuition Assistance Act and and
Environmental Care Act. Finally
precedent for
a
open
communication channels have
been established between the
Senate, the Cabinet, ODSD, and
you, the students.
These are the most obvious
improvements, although there
have been many others. The
success of these programs have
resulted in the formation of an
enthusiastic Senate, which, for
the first time in years, has an
average attendance record of
82% at each meeting. This is
indicative of the energetic and
positive initiative from this chair,
and from this Senate.
As for Senate apathy, in my
opinion this Senate has served
beyond the call of duty. Within
the meetings, each senator has
justly and fairly presented their
points of views on certain pieces
of legislation, but at the same
improvements, T.J. and the 19901991 UGBC Senate are moving
in only one direction: forward.
Boston College can be proud of
the job its senators have done so
far this year, and even prouder of
the leadership which guides those
senators.

Lastly, I would like to thank
each of this year's senators who,
after the December 5 meeting,
offered their support to the
remaining Senate leadership.

time understand that with every
organization,
majority rules. From emergency
meetings with only 24 hours
notice, to weekly regular
meetings, to all-day orientations,
I, as well as the UGBC Senate
have served the students of this
college loyaly, and constantly
promote the students' issues with
unwavering dedication.
Finally, for these senators'
dissatisfation with the overall
proceedings of the Senate, while
I respect their opinion, I must
also interjectthattheiropinion is
in the minority. After their staged
resignation, evaluations were
called for of the Senate Executive.
No negative commentaries were
submitted.
Comments of
affirmation only futher solidified
my opinion that this UGBC Senate
is an industrious, effective,
dedicated, loyal and proud group
of students.
Therefore, I, as Senate Chair,
as well as the rest of the Senate
stand resolved that the only way
to move is forward. I would also
like to issue my regret that three
fine senators have resigned on
the basis that their opinions are in
the minority, and while I repect
their resignation, I do not and
cannot respect the manner in
which they resigned and I do not
accept their resignation. They
are some of the finest people I
have worked with, and this was
only
personal
a
not
disappointment tothe Senate, but
alsoadisapointmenttothosewho
elected them into office to do a
job, and a major disappointment
to the constituency they
represent. No good can come
from giving up.
I would like to reiterate that I,
as well as the UGBC Senate will
not stop serving and representing
the students of Boston College
and our desire only increases to
do even a greater job second
semester. I would also like to
reaffirm our solid and open
relationship with ODSD, the
UGBC Cabinet, and the student
body. The Senate moves from a
base of energy and optimism as
we prescribed to a philosophy
similar to that of Eleanor
Roosevelt's: "(I) would rather light
a candlethan curse the darkness".
I, as well as the UGBC Senate,
thank you for your time and
continued support!
T.j. Martinez,A&S '92
UGBC Senate Chair

democratic

Generally, most thought that,
rather than resign, they would be
acting more responsibly if they
offered their suggestions for
improvementor their praise for a
job well done. This was a most
prudent decision?unlike the one
made by Rich, Jason, Dimitrios,
and Lou. By walking out of the
December 5 meeting, these 4
senators literally slapped you?
their constituents?in the face.
Rather than accept a majority

provided. Leadership isthe ability
to leave Senate debate in the
Senate chamber, where it
belongs, along with all the
emotions and frustrations that go
with it. Above all, leadership is
being able to offer unconstrained
personal innovation and
imagination for the betterment of
the whole community.
Unfortunately, the leaders of
this Senate espouse a leadership
concept that is the polar opposite
of this definition. The Senate

leadership has so eagerly
embraced the view that
leadership is being able to execute

the agendas of others for the
promotion of self interest. This
indeed is a failure of great
magnitude in the process.
The failure of this Senate's
leadershipto recognize theirown
powers is surpassed only by their
negligence to find out what in
fact those duties and powers are.
The direct result of this has been
the subjugation of this body to
the whims and calculated actions
of the Executive and ODSD,
leaving us ineptly holding the
rubber stamp image we have tried
to expel. Those of us who helped
the Senate progress have seen
our efforts unravel in a pathetic
manner.
I can no longer ignore the lack

of foresight and leadershipwhich
emanates so emphatically from
our Senate chambers. No longer
can I offer myself to the
indignation of this compromise
of ethics and principles. Thus I
tender my resignation as
Chairperson of the Finance
Committee, as wel I from the office
of senator, effective immediately.

Jason A. Panos, A&S '92

Chairperson
UGBC Senate Finance Cmte.

Congratulations
and good luck to
the 1991 Heights
Editorial Board!
Elena, Scott,
Joe, Kerry,
David, Kevin,
Michelle, Nicole,
and Maura
And a final farewell

and thanks to
everyone I didn't
mention already:

Rick & Sheryl-Jb«i;«?
in Britain but
come back sometime.
The Triumverate^tf#
can t shoot hoop.
Elena-stay away
from the following:
1) Mary Ann's
2) crazy editors
3) Monday classes
4)steak, bacon, &
onion (no cheese)

fun

decision and use their leadership
roles to guide the Senate, these
four members withdrew their
commitment to the Senate, to
UGBC as a whole, and to the
students. As I mentioned earlier,
their actions were not only

unwarranted and unfounded, but
also nothing less than disturbing.
Lisa Noller, A&S '92
Assistant Chair,UGßC Senate
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BC recognizes the seriousness of AIDS
By

ERIC TROELS

HIV/AIDS facilitators, and who

WIBERG

have both been Red Cross
volunteers in Massachusetts for
several years, focused on the

Heights Staff Writer
Boston Col lege recognized the
worldwide AIDS crisis on
Monday, December 3, with a
lecture and a film presented by
the American Red Cross and
UCBC Social Awareness.
The efforts of the Red Cross,
UGBC, Resident Assistants, and
sociologists to bring heightened
awareness of HIV/AIDS on this
day brought less response than
was expected. Although the
official day of recognition was
Saturday, December 1, Monday
was selected as the weekday
when presentations could be
made in the workplace and in
educational institutions. The
lecture and film on HIV (Human
Immuno-Deficiency Virus- the
root of AIDS) and AIDS (Acquired
Immune-Deficiency Syndrome)
were presented by Red Cross
volunteers LynneMarlor and Jody
Bangs in O'Connell House at 7

you greatly reduce your risk (of
getting HIV). 4) You cannot get
HIV through casual contact. 5)
You cannot get HIV from giving

as an organization
dedicated tooffering help in times
of crisis, emphasized that the
AIDS/HIV disease "is the most

Cross

of

depressing

prevention, and
emphasized the
maxim "better
safe than sorry."
The lecture was
enhanced by
the use of a
dozen large
diagrams, the
first of which
outlined the
basic principals
of their HIV/

crisis facing
us now. The

concept

AIDS

epidemic is
growing at
tremendous
proportions,"
she said.
"The only
thing we
have now is
education."

Though
trained in
the medical
terminology,

AIDS

presentation.
points
Five
were
the

touchstones to
the lecture: 1)
HIV includes
more
than

th

e

volunteers

presented
their lecture
Charts and films were used to clarify the importance of AIDS
in "layman's
AIDS. 2) You
awareness.
and
terms,"
can protect
3)
thediagrams
If
yourself.
you do not have sex or share
presented medical concepts in
blood.
Mahlor, whodescribed the Red the form of simple illustrations.
needles with an infected partner,
Bangs described how AIDS can
grow from HIV after a "window
period" of 6-8 weeks or into fullblown symptoms of AIDS any
time in the following 5-10 years.
As of yet, there is no cure for the
fatal AIDS virus.
Bangs, who had worked on

pm.

Marlor and Bangs, who are
certified American Red Cross
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HIV/AIDS

awareness

at

University of MassachusettsAmherst, presented statistics from
an AIDS surveillance report
published by the Center for
Disease Control in Atlanta. In the
United States, 54,917 cases of
AIDS have been confirmed, and
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death-rate, has seen 3,183
residents die from AIDS since
1981. Boston is ranked 12 in a list
of AIDS casualties within U.S.
cities. Reports also estimate that
up to 40 percent of intravenous
drug users in Boston have AIDS.
In the follow-up film, Dr.
Anthony Fauci, MD, credited HIV
and AIDS as having "the ability
to attack the cell which is
responsible to protect the body.
The immune system's purpose is
essentially to act as the defense
department of the body".
Among modesof transmission,
the sharing of needles or
participation in oral, vaginal, or
anal sex with infected persons
are the primary causes of catch ing
HIV and AIDS. Though infected
breast milk is a transmitter, blood
exposedto a ir and secretions such
as sweat, tears, and saliva are not
modes of transmission. Blood
transfusions are said to be
responsible for a total of only 6
AIDS cases out of all 120 million
units taken since 1981. Since
those cases, the Red Cross has
screened the blood more
meticulously, examined donors
more closely, and provided
donors with the option to
confidentially withdraw the
donation after giving blood.
Besides abstinence from
intercourse and intravenousdrug
use, the volunteers described the
use of latex condoms with
nonoxynol-9, also used in
spermicides, as being the most
effective form of AIDS prevention
during intercourse.
The
volunteers
also
emphasized that college
communities are not free from
the threat of AIDS. A study at
UMass revealed that as many as
AIDS, page 20
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ATTENTION:

1991 BASIC
SCIENCE GRADS
|

ou are cor d ia| ly invited to

CAREER

OPPORTUNITY DAY

Friday, Dec 21,1990,2pm-spm 4

Cornell University
Medical College
1300 York Ave., (69 St) Rm A-250
New York, New York

1
z

We have ongoing needs for:

RESEARCH
TECHNICIANS
Round Metal ratal $100 our price $58.95
WO6OB black
Wo6o7gold

wr P"I* 1 **
Vuam***"* <*\u25a0»? MhTOr "**'»»
4002 Specify blue, Mack, matte black
5002 Brown
4102 Specify blue, black, matte black w/cabte earpiece
5102 Brown w/cable earpiece

?All models available ?15 day money back guarantee x «3O day exchange policy
?M/C. VISA, personal check, money order

295

?Laboratory Tours

?

Faculty Guests

?Demonstrations

Refreshments will be served
Excellent benefits include health, dental
and tuition reimbursement plans.

Call to register:

212-746-1037

If unable to attend, please send resume to: Cass Brown. Cornell
University Medical College, 445 East 69th Street, New York,
New York 10021. EEO/AA/M/F/H/V.

CORNELL UNIVERSITY
MEDICAL COLLEGE

(iSj
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Christmas party benefits American Indians
By LIZANNE WNEK

as crayons, books, mittens, or

Heights Staff Writer

socks.
Lawrence, along with Jesuit
volunteer Tracy Fitzpatrick, BC
'86, began the tradition of giving

On Wednesday December 5,
O'Connell House along with the
Lone r g a n
Workshop
sponsored the
third annual

to

attend the Christmas

series of slides of the children at
another drive to be held at BC in
the spring which will benefit the
St. Paul's

Jesuit
Mission.
"There

Christmas party

was

benefit
to
American

Hays,
Although the

children
themselves
not be

could

to

the
enjoy
festivities due
to the distance,
Professor Fred
Lawrence of
the theology
department
said, "The party
was a

Christmas parties were held throughout campus to benefit special
needs children during the holiday season.
a

heightened
awareness of the needs of these

to American Indian students three
years ago. Fitzpatrick, a former

Indian children as well as a
chance for students and faculty

student
of
Lawrence's
perspectives class, taught for two
years at St. Paul's Mission. Upon
her return to the Boston area, she
spoke of the needs of the children
with whom she had worked.
Although Fitzpatrick was unable

tocometogetherandshareduring
this season of thanks." Each of
the over 150 participants were
asked to bring a special gift to
send to one of the children, such

&

Sun Tours Inc.

Panama City Beach, Fla. $139
Cancun $549 $629
Barbados $619-$649
Bahamas $559 $609
Jamaica $519-$549
-

-

of
O'Connell
House.

opportunity for
BC students to
experience

From Moguls Ski

programer

great

department, to remember the
Christian tradition of giving of
oneself to those who are less
fortunate. "There wasan excellent
turnout and I was most impressed
by thetremendous generosityand
support of all the students," stated
Lawrence.

SPRING

oevNliehnrg
performance
by
the
Bostonians,
who
provided
th
e
ertetainment
for
the
evening,"
said Dana
Weninger,
A&S '92,

Montana.

present

a

great
response
the
to

Indianchildren
of St. Paul's
Jesuit Mission
School, located
in

entire community as well,"
stated Weninger.
Mass was said at the close of
the evening by Father Sebastian
Moore, adjunct professor in the
theology department, and Father
Joseph Flanagan, SJ, associate
professor in the philosophy

the

party

herself, she is expected to show a

MOGULS IS THE BEST!!!
ASK AROUND!!!

Due to the
success of
last year's
party, the

O'Connell House staff wanted to
continue the tradition of giving
and was active once again in
sponsoringtheevent. "O'Connell
House usually directs events
toward student recreation and
enjoyment, butafterthe Breaking
the Barriers Ball, we felt we
wanted to do someth ing to benefit

CALL

M

H" AT 558-9236

$75 dollar deposit due soon!
PRICE INCREASES AFTER DEC. 15

Norman Harris
SPORTS BAR

JTQNY'S
L
ri
villa
RESTAURANT

l

COMES TO NEWTON

JLTVs t ALL CHANNELS!

?

J~) J

& BAR

Rte.9 west, Newton -1/4 mile from Chestnut Hill Mai
Across from the Atrium 527-2320
?

"The best Italian food In Boston Is now
right around the corner...
Always something special
Always casual"

Save up to

(first time clients only)

?

fj*%&jjfe
:

If

-

CHESTNUTHLL

|

I

*Sj~

Q

**JJSS \u25a0
z+z

Yu

'

*

.

Hi g h,j g hts
reg. $55 NOW $27.50
Perms
reg. $85 NOW $42.50

PARKING

(Haircut, styling

&

conditioning incl.)

BEACON STREETJ'

iTfWVQI

ITV
W

\u25a0

$ 15

(Sorry, foil highlights full price: $80)

*

I BC|

NOW

Cellophaning:
reg. $30 NOW $15

TONY'S

5

Haircuts:
re g-»

/

*

I

50 /o off all hair services

EXPIRES 12/19/90

CHEESE PIZZA] pi
AT TONY'S BAR ByW

pig

*\u25a0

13
SEp!

|orman||arris
74 Langley Road, Newton Centre 332-0477
NAILS
WAXING
HAIR
?

I

?

Open Monday through Saturday
evenings'til 9

:

Expires 1/15/91
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The Best of 1990 Police Blotter
suspect attempting to sell stolen

13. Students with
green thumbs
October 7,

books back to the bookstore.

emergency box atthe Walsh bus

stop. There was no fight.

10. Student no Julia 7. Bombs Away.

12:49 am.

Officers on patrol observe a male
and female removing a tree from
the plex. Subjects are identified,
and the item returned pending
further disposition.

Child

12.Unsolved
Mysteries.

9. The Big Stink.

November 2, 1:09 am.

Investigationof a fire alarm; found
to be caused by bad cooking.

6.Urination pisses

January 19, 10:05 pm.
Report filed on two students who
got locked in the trash room of
Keyes. The parties were freed.

January 16, 11:25 pm.
Complainant reports that
unknown person(s) threw an
unknown substance out a
window of a dorm that landed on

8. The boy who
cried wolf!

his vehicle.

11.Lessons in SOM
Finance 001.

November 1, 8:43 pm.
Student reported a fight in
progress, and called over the

September 19, 11:57 am.
Officer responds to a report of a

January 19, 3:06 am.
Missiles thrown out of Hillsides
dorm window, directed at
auxiliary leaving the building.

off motor home
residents.
October 27,

4:19 pm.

Officers receive a complaint
concerning people urinating by
the complainant's motor home
while tailgating. Officers identify
one student who is escorted from
the area.

5. Lake Robsham
Polluted. No

Swimming!

October 13,9:21 pm.
Officer advises that there

is a

large pool in the commuter lot
due to weather conditions.
Students are swimming along
with garbage.

Duchesne West who had his
pants down and his shirt pulled
over his face exposing himself.
Suspect fled in unknown
direction.

2. Myboyfriend is a

4. Case of the "big
bellied buffoon."
October 4, 5:01 pm.
Officers investigate a report
concerning a white male, heavy
with belly hanging out, who
reportedly attempted to grab a
female as she walked by him.

3. "Where can a
guy get changed
around here?"

"Peeping Tom"!!

November 29, 1:52 am.
Sgt. King stops and ID's a male
acting suspicious near Edmonds.
No wants, no warrants. He was
checking his girlfriend to see if
she was dating other people. BC
student ID'd him.

1. "I'm a lumberjack
and I'm ok"

November 4, 3:59 am.
Officers respond to anonymous
report of three males cuttingdown
a tree in the Mods. All suspects
are located and an axe is
confiscated.

February 1, 11:33 pm.
Report of white male outside of

Wanted:
Worker for business
office at The Heights.
Flexible schedule!
Good Pay!
Stop in The Heights or
call Joe or Scott at
552-3548 or 562-0161

TAKE A BREAK FROM FINALS!
Treat yourself to delicious Stonyfield Farm Yogurt
Win Great Prizes

'ibgurt
?Naturally lower in calories
?Mild taste, never sour
?Fruit juice sweetened, NO REFINED SUGAR
Special healthy Acidiophilus culture
READ INGREDIENTS!
?

i

Most big company yogurts are filled with sugar, gelatins, starches and
artificial ingredients. Stonyfield Farm Yogurt is naturally smooth, mild

HAVE YOU OUTGROWN
YOUR SPACE?

I

We have the Biggest & Best
Selection of Apartments
in Allston, Brighton &Brookline.

and delicious.

FREE SAMPLES!
Monday, December 17, 1990
11:00 am to 1:00 pm

GREAT LOCATIONS:
Walsh Hall
McElroy Hall
Stuart HallCNewton Campus)

GREAT PRIZES:

?Mid-Week Ski Passes at Cannon Mountain and Sunapee
?Gift Certificates at Boston College Bookstore
"Adopt" a Stonyfield Farm cow

CALL TODAY TO INQUIRE ABOUT
Summer Sublets & Se'pt Rentals
Now Available
100's New Listings Every Single Day

?

Meet

the folks from

All-Bright Real Estate Co., Inc.

Stonyfield Farm Yogurt

RENTALS

SALES

?

?

INVESTMENTS

1247 A COMMONWEALTH AVE.
ALLSTON, MASS. 02134

I

(617) 783-9151

Sponsored by Stonyfield Farm Yogurt and Boston College Dining Services

J STUDENT SERVICES,BOX 224026,HOLLYWOOD,FL
A\
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Now y° u can nave two t^ie most recognized and
accepted credit cards in the world-Visa® and MasterCard®
cred,t cards..."in your name." EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFORE!

A\\

I
\u25a0
\u25a0

VISA® and MasterCard®
the credit cards you
deserve and need for? ID?BOOKS?DEPARTMENT
STORES?TUITION?ENTERTAINMENT?
/WV)
EMERGENCY CASH? TICKETS? RESTAURANTS?
HOTELS?MOTELS?GAS?CAR RENTALS?
\
REPAIRS?AND TO BUILD YOUR CREDIT RATING!

\

yjUd P
BP

M
KU

#
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A
fm

.

1 I)

SERV
OL

\

o
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"

Credit
Cards. Enclosed find $15 which is 100%refundable if not
approved Immediately.

J ADDRESS
CnY
J PHONE

"

\u25a0
No credit checks!
deposit!
No security

Approval absolutely guaranteed so
i.'.Mi*^i^?M:iH:?^iiu.i?i/^yTa

I want VISA®/MASTERCARD®

NAME

I
|

I

SIGNATURE
NOTE:

J

33022
|

\u25a0
I
\u25a0

,

J
J

STATE?ZIP
S.S*

\u25a0

"
.

MasterCard is a registered trademark of MasterCard International Inc.
Visa Is a registered trademark of VISA USA. Inc. and VISA International
Services Association.

100% GUARANTEED!

I
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Anyone interested in
writing or giving ideas
about Heights Finance
please contact Drew C.
Adams, 566-2838 or The
Heights, 552-3513.

HEIGHTS

FINANCE

The Fed begins reviving the economy
By ANDREW PAPAUICOLAU
Heights Finance Writer
The soft landing of the
economy that was talked about
earlier this year has turned into a
recession. But whether recession,
the "r" word, may be a dirty and
unacceptable word by most, it is
the only word that can describe
the present economic situation
of the U.S. economy.
Recognizing this, the Fed,
which controlsthe flow of money
in and out of the economy, has
taken steps to revive the

Stock
of the

Week
Company: Rite Aid

Price/Earn i ngs Ratio: 12.8

*"

Heights Analysis: 6
(10 excellent/1 poor)

This past semester has proven
;\u25a0' ?" quite successful in terms of the
wide varietyof eventswhich were
offered to the students.

The company is the

nation's largest drug
chain operator, with
40% of total sales in its
pharmacy business.

The company has

continued to expand
its chain of drug stores
via acquisitions; It now
owns 2,400 stores in 22
states, ft also has
diversified into ADAP
automotive supplies,

Encore discount book

chain stores and
Concord Custom
Cleaners. The
company operates 27
laboratories that
collect plasma and
?

other blood

components.
The company is
very recessionresistant and sales
have increased 6.5% in
the second quarter and
continue to be strong
in this quarter due to
demand.
Dividends are at 90
cents a share and have

increased more than
70% since 1935.
This Stock Is very
defensive and

recommended for
above-average
appreciation and

Banking Committee that the Fed
was "accelerating" its evaluation
of cutting reserve requirements.
Currently, banks must hold
reserves equal to 12 percent of all
their checking deposits and 3
percent of certain certificates of
deposits with maturities of less
than 18 months. At the hearing,
Greenspan said one possibility
was to eliminate the 3 percent
requirement for
reserve
"nonpersonal time deposits,"
which are mostly corporate
certificates of deposit.
The move is sure to be regarded
by banks and the administration
as a signal of significant change
in Fed policy. Forseveral months,
concern that a credit crunch is
harming the economy has steadily
mounted.
The Fed has attempted to
address concerns about bank
lending by modestly easing the
key federal funds interest rate
three quarters of a percentage

point since July. But other shortterm interest rates have remained

stubbornly high, despitethe Fed's
move.

The Federal Reserve has three
basic tools it can use to influence

the supply of credit in the
economy.
The most frequently used is
open-market operations, which
involves the purchase and sale of
government securities to move
the federal funds rate. (Federal
funds are reserves traded among
commercial banks for overnight
use in amounts of $1 million or
more.) The second tool is
changing the Fed's discount rate,
which the central bank charges
on loans to financial institutions.
The last time the Fed changed its
discount rate was in February
1989, when it boosted the rate to
7 percent from 6.5 percent.
The reserve requirement is the
most rarely used tool in the Fed's
arsenal. But Fed officials

apparently decided that the
special circumstances currently
affecting banks warranted the
change.
Although these moves will
eventually movethe U.S. out of a
recession, they have come a bit
too late. The reserve requirement
which the Fed has allowed to
ease should have been done
earlier. The other two alternatives,
primarily the lowering of the
discount rate, must be used as a
last resort because an easing in
interest rates would decrease the
flow offunds intothe U.S., making
us unable to finance our large
debt. Also, if the Persian Gulf
crisis heats up, interest rates must
be kept high to control inflation
brought about by the increase in
oil prices. Therefore, the Fed has
taken the right step to revive the
economy, but I think I would
have a difficult time convincing
seniors who are in the job hunt
that things will get better.

From the desk of UGBC Finance

Ticker Symbol: RAD

Dividend: .90cents
Yield: 2,6% ,
Est. larn.per shares J £tl&s> p

deteriorating state of the economy
by easing restrictions on bank
lending policies.
During the past week, the
Federal Reserve Board, in
response toconcern about a credit
crunch, agreed to take the unusual
step of reducing the percentage
of deposits that banks must hold
asreserves. Thisisthefirstchange
in reserve requirements since
1983.
The Fed's move is a strong
signal that it wants banks to lend
more in the face of an "expected
recession." It also will tend to
increase bank profits at at time
when they are being badly
squeezed and when federal
regulators are urging banks to
boost their capital. The effect on
interest rates, the supply of credit
and, eventually, economic
growth will depend on the size of
the cut in required reserves.
Last week, Fed Chairman Alan
Greenspan told the House

rising dividend income.

Events ranged from a Women's
Health Fair and a lecture by
Senator John Kerry to the 10,000
Maniacs concert. These items
were carefully planned and tried
to appeal to as many people as
possible in order to catch people's
interests and develop new ones.
Unfortunately, sometimes
when UGBC came through for
the students, they did not do the
same for us. A common word
heard around campus nowadays
is' apathy, as a result of low
turnouts at many events.
Currently, we are in the process

of reviewing next semester's
budgets for each department.
There is nothingdefinite planned
at the moment, but financial
decisions will be made in the
near future, thus allowing the
departments to be free to spend
their allotment as they see fit. In
looking overpossible events, we
think next semester can be even
better than this one.
The various vice presidents
have made several exciting
proposals in regards to events for
next semester. These should be
of interest to many people.
In considering how much
money will be allotted, we will
think about what the student body
wants and make sure the money

is there. It is important for you to

take advantage of the multitude
of things which will be offered
next semester and to give your
opinion on things which you do
not like or would like to see.
Also, the Activities Funding
Committee (AFC) will again be
given money to allocate at their
discretion. As a source of money,
AFC can be very beneficial to
clubs and organizations which
are not funded by UGBC. For
those in need of money, AFC is
the place to go.
As said before, we will do our
best to see that fun and interesting
events will be able to take place
at BC. Throughout the second
semester there will be publicity

for these things as they come up,
so take advantage of what is out
there (a few had free food this
semester). Manage your time
between these things, hockey,
and basketball to ensure the
organizers' time is not wasted.
Have a safe and delightful
vacation.
Brian Anderson, VP of Finance

Charlie Rego, Director ofFinance
Darren

Elwood, Director of

Budget Control
Peggy O'Toole, Director of
Revenue

Environmental concerns in corporate America
By KRIS WALCZYK

Heights Finance Writer
Pick up any newspaper or
magazine and you'll find

evidence of the wave of
environmental consciousness
that is sweeping the country.
Corporations
are
facing
concerned customers and harsh
new cleanup regulations.
These concerns are causing
industry-wide opportunity and
panic. Consumers have created
an "environmental bandwagon"
that has forced many top
to
instill
corporations
environmental concerns intotheir
plans. While some are benefiting
from the new generation of
business opportunities, many
companies continue to drown
under the wave of regulations
and public dissatisfaction.
Proctor and Gamble is a
company that is very concerned
with these developments. With
$21 billion in sales of detergent
products, tissues, diapers, etc.,
Proctor and Gamble is a major
contributor to the nation's
garbage. Although aggressive
lobbying has prevented any major

setbacks to the company by
activists, P&C remains a prime
target for environmentalists. The

opportunities. Merrill Lynch, John
Hancock,
Fidelity
and
Investments have all come out

Some say that these investment opportunities
are merely greedy attempts to ride the coattails
of what was a good idea.
new Downy refills and the super
concentrated detergents reflect
P&G's efforts to curb the waste
problem.
Manyother companies are also
campaigning to make their
products "environmentally
friendly." Kodak, DuPont, IBM,
GE, and Texaco are just a few
examples. The market is also
being flooded with new products
thathelpthe industry comply with
the new regulations. These range
all the way from CFC-free aerosol
devices to bricks made of sludge.
The environmental services
sector in the U.S. is growing at a
phenomenal rate of 15 percent
to 20 percent a year, with
specialized
like
sectors
hazardous-waste
removal
growing even faster. Investorsare
trying to cash in on these

with environmental sector funds
which featuresociallyresponsible
corporations.
Some say thatthese investment

opportunities are merely greedy
attempts to ride the coattails of
what was a good idea.
Merrill Lynch, for example,
is advocating the purchase of
Waste Management stock as a
socially responsible investment.
But this Illinois-based company
is the only one engaged in the
ocean incineration of toxic waste.
In addition, Waste Management
Chemical's chief stockholder has
been reportedly dumping
recycled materials in regular land
fills.
There are some successful
funds that appear to be both
profitable and effective.
Two examples are the Eco-

Logical Trust '90, which gave a
portion of the profit to the
environmentalist movement, and
the New Alternatives fund of
Great Neck, New York, which
specializes in alternative energy
firms.
There are only a few obstacles
to a nation-wide corporate
movement. Most of the smaller
companies lack the technology
and capital needed to follow the
example that the "top guns" are
tryingto set. Also, if the industry's
positive action is strictly selfindulgent, people may reject
these efforts and unleash a
stronger, moredamaging solution
to the problem.
All in all, the nation's
movement toward a cleaner
planet has sparked a tremendous
scramble in corporate America.
Companiesthat are being gunned
down by activists are desperately
trying to change their image. At
the same time, companies that
are viewed as socially responsible
are seeing positive consumer and
investor reaction. Hopefully,
everyone will benefit from
corporate America's attempt to
become socially responsible.
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Nutrition

A few hints for holiday "trimmings"
By SHEILA TUCKER, MA,RD.
The close of first semester
brings with it many temptations
when it comes to food. Late night
studying for finals goes hand in
hand with late night snacking.
After all, "using all that
brainpower must burn more
calories" many have been heard
to hypothesize. Holiday parties
and social events further put the
diet willpower to the test. How
can one manage to survive this
calorie-laden month? It's a matter
of budgeting your calories and
choosing foods wisely. There is
no need to chain the refrigerator
shut for four weeks or to arrive
late at parties hoping tha the food
will be gone before you arrive.
Here are a few helpful hints for
snacking and partying that will
keepyourcaloriebalance in line:
1. Think low fat:
Stay away from high fat snack
items such as corn chips, potato
chips, cheese twists and specially

flavored popcorns. Instead, try
pretzels, breadsticks, cereal mixes
and homemade popcorn without
butter (just watch how much oil
you use. Popcorn only has 30
calories per cup, but each
tablespoon of oil, butter or
mayonnaise increases the total
calories by 120).
Be wary of fancy crackers with
upscale or pseudohealthy names.
Not all crackers are the same.
Three Triscuit wafers have 2
grams of fat. Ten Pepperidge Farm
goldfish crackers have 2-3 grams
fat. Four Ritz-type crackers have
4-5 grams fat. The tel Itale test can
be if the cracker leaves grease on
your fingers or the napkin. When
selecting crackers for snacking or
hors d'oeuvres, avoid the butter
type cracker (like Ritz, HiHo or
club crackers) and steer towards
the whole grain crackers (such as
stoned wheat thins, melba toast,
rice, rye or wheat wafers).
Choose low fat dairy
alternatives. A party dip made

with sour cream has ten times
more fat per tablespoon of sour
cream than does one made with
an equal amount of lowfatyogurt.
Co easy on the cheeses at the
snack tray. A tablespoon of
standard processed cheese spread
has 3-4 grams fat. When faced
with a choice of cheeses, stick
with softer cheese or cheeses
made with partskim milk. Harder
cheeses tend, on the average, to
be higher in saturated fat and
cholesterol. Late night hungry
horrors for ice cream? Try low fat
frozen yogurt or a sorbet instead.
Premium ice creams and
novelties carry a heavy price tag
when it comes to calories and fat
(approximately 18 grams of fat in
half a cup) while low fat frozen
yogurt has about 2 grams and
sorbet only 0.1 gram in the same
serving size.
2. Beware of hidden calories:
Sugary items add calories and
empty nutrition. A twelve ounce
soft drink contains the equivalent

of nine teaspoons of sugar- no
bonus to your diet or your dental

health.

Party drinks also contain empty
nutrition and plenty of calories.
Nonalcoholic eggnog carries a
mean.34s calories per cup; a 6
oz. daiquiri has close to 340
calories. Look to the many
unsweetened seltzers and
sparkling waters which are so
popular to provide refreshment
with minimal calories.
3. Don't slight yourself of good
nutrition:

An important part ofwell being
is a balanced diet. If you're

cramming for exams and missing
meals only to later fill upon junk
food, you'll pay the calorie and
nutrition price. If you're budgeting
your calories for an evening party
and leave out your daily protein
sources in favor of alcohol or
high fatfoods, you are not making
a wise choice. Use the four basic

food

groups (meat or substitute,

grains, fruits and vegetables, milk)
toguideyou in your food choices
for any occasion.

FREE!

FOOD! FIESTA!
FREE! POODI PIESTA!
PREE I POOD! PIESTA!
THATS RIGHT!
ITS FREE! ITS FUH!

AND ITS MEXICAN!
SI. Amlgos and AmJgas.
One of you eats for FREE'
when you order Two or more of these
Six South of the Border Specialties.

Top Ten Lies at The Heights
10. We really didn't want a water cooler.
9. We are always home by 10 pm on Sundays.

CHEESE MACHOS
CHICKEN QUESADIUA
CHEESE QUESADILLA
TACOS
CHICKEN FAJITAS
SANTA FE POCKETS

8. No one uses the computers to type resumes or
term papers.
7. News layout is never slowed down by the
Triumverate watching football on Joe's TV.
6. We never take roadtrips.
5. The staff loves to be serenaded by the Managing
Editor's wonderful singing voice.

Pk

$4.95

$7.95
$6.95

$5.95
$9.95
$6.95

AnCl try our newest concoctlon-

Lp,

The Sangria Bowl
It's big enough for twoi
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4.You can't change anything they
did last year.

3. You can't order that, it's
expensive.
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2. Dustbowl is shot on location.
1. The 1990 staff is happy to
leave.
Make your reservation now and you could...

WIN A FREE TRIP!!!
spring break
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VOICE MAIL COES TO COLLEGE
"Finally, a telephone bulletin board
dedicated to students. Just what
the doctorate ordered." D. Bursar
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Whats up doc?: new medical discoveries
Watch for warning signs of stress Diabetes cure possible
the mind, body, or capabilities,

By KIERSTEN HAWKINS

With finals ahead in the next
few weeks, and the continual
around-the-clock studying that
often accompanies them,
students will be subjected to
increased amounts of stress.
Stress is the body's response to
anything that makes it feel
threatened or pressured, or that
puts an excessive strain on the
body. It is caused by demands to
which the body must adapt,
adjust, or respond. Some sources
of stress include an overload on

Hfmarf&BU
rXQWITZS:

things happening at once, or just
being in a hurry. Negative
feelings, such as unexpressed
anger, worry or frustration, and
pressure to conform that comes
from another person or from
unrealistically high expectations,
are also sources of stress.
When the body is under stress,
it responds with a surge of
hormones, namely adrenalin.
This results in a faster heartbeat,
shortness of breath, and a rising
level of blood pressure. Although

tours

///

afflicted with diabetes must
receive doses of man-made
insulin produced under the trade
name Humal in. Through the work

of researchers like Dr. Ali Naji
and Andrew Posselt, it is hoped
that such daily insulin injections
will become obsolete. Their new
the
method
involves
transplantation ofhealthy insulinproducing cells into the thymus
of those with defective cells. The
thymus is located at the base of

Bapst increases circulation
Five hundred new titles,
including novels, nonfiction,
mysteries and science fiction,
have been added to the
paperback collections in Bapst
Library and are now ready to be
checked out over the semester
break. As a special courtesy to
students, the loan period on
all Bapst books, (usually 28
days) has been extended so
that all books checked out

tinmmitntmiMt

holiday reading: Bapst books
included on "Winter Reading

Recommendations,"

first dayof classesinthespring
*

iJ yJTZ VUy&Ct ft TEWXSVVIff, M»

semester.
Two special exhibits have

ols7i

pulled
together
been
especially for those seeking

Ssm M ImllP

-

\u25a0'\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0
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Poetry; Popular Culture, Religion,
Sports and Travel. This exhibit is
located on the shelves outside
Gargan Hall on the upper level of
Bapst Library. Paperback
collections are located on the
entry level of Bapst near the
Circulation Desk and in the
Kresge Reading Room. The main
leisure reading collection is
located in Gargan Hall on the
upper level.

Merry

Christmas

Personalized Trip Planning...
DOMESTIC

Hgiiiisii
-

a

compilation
of reading
suggestions from BC graduate
students and Bapst staff, are
available at the Circulation Desk
and in the Graduate Study Area
on the lower level.
"Notable Books of 1990:
Selection from the New York
Times Book Review" gathers this
year's best (as seen by the New
York Times Book Review) in the
following
categories:
Autobiography and Biography,
Crime, Current Affairs and Social
Commentary, Essays, Criticism
and Letters; Fiction, History,

now are not due back until on
or after January 14, 1991, the

XXMXW&BLIZ TOVXS MC-

the neck and is important in the
development of the immune
response of newborns. The
operation was successful in
curingten outof thirteen diabetic
rats permanently.
In previous tests, it has been
attempted to transplant healthy
insulin-producing cells directly
into the pancreas, the production
center of insulin. These
procedures have failed repeatedly
because of the body's rejection
response to the foreign cells.
When healthy cells are
transplanted into thethymus, they
appear to be enabling the body to
properly regulate its sugar level.
It is hoped that this procedure
can eventually be used in humans
with even the most severe cases
of diabetes.
Editors note: thse articles were
submitted by the Mendel Club.

Press Release
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Recent studies and experiments
bythedoctorsattheUniversityof
Pennsylvania School of Medicine
have raised hopes for a possible
cure for diabetes. Diabetes is
caused by a decrease of insulin,
the body's hormone for regulating
the intake of glucose in the cells.
As of now, those people

and back
For those who are suffering
from such symptoms, do not
worry unduly. They often
accompany the anxiety of finals
and disappear once the stress in
eased. However, they can be
controlled in order to channel
positive energy towards a more
successful final exam week.

(Presents:
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By RENEE DEL GIORNO

6. Overeating
7. Tense muscles in the neck

Xpund-Trip Luxjuy Transportation
Accomodations at tht Vjmada
Jtu 'BottU of Champagnt

///

///

MSWZS X.

these responses have the effect
of motivating people to try new
things, accomplish more work,
and to achieve certain goals,
stress also has negative effects
on the body.
Common symptoms of stress
include:
1. Headaches
2. Digestive problems
3. Insomnia
4. Irritability
5. Loss of appetite

such as too much work, too many

J§

&

INTERNATIONAL

Steamship Reservations »Tour 'Cruises ?Hotels
?Resorts 'Charters ?Eurail Passes ?Spring Break Trips
356 Chestnut Hill Ave., Brookline
Our service does not increase your trip cost...
You pay only regular tariff rates...
?Air, Rail

&
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KomingSoon To A Theatre Near You

?51" Cable TV
Pinball Machines
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Wednesday Night
11pm

?Basketball

FREE

?Darts
?Juke Box

Chicken Wings
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Heights Sports
Eagles cruise past Crimson 97-72
Abie's eighteen point and nine rebound performance pace BC
By Edward F. Ryan III

Heights Staff Writer

Doug Able had eighteen points
and nine rebounds as the BC
Eagles thumped the Harvard
Crimson, 97-72, Saturday night
at the Conte Forum, to raise the
Eagles' overall record to 6-1.
Able was one of four Eagles in
double figures, as freshman
Howard Eisley had thirteen, Bill
Curley twelve, and Corey Beasley
eleven.

the outset as their pressure manto-man defense forced the
Crimson into thirteen first half
turnovers and twenty-two for the
game.
"I think we're coming along
good with our defense,"
commented head coach Jim
O'Brien. "I'm happy with it here
and on practice. The kids are
hungry and focused."
After controlling the opening
tap, the Eagles roared out to a
quick 7-0 lead, highlighted by an

Abram three point pull-up and a
Curley bank shot from ten. The
game marked Abram's first start,
as he replaced fellow freshman
Malcolm Huckaby, who had
started the previous six games.
The sparse crowd of 3,577
came alive midway through the
first half when Curley stole an
entry pass at halfcourt, gave it up
to Abram, and took the return
pass in for a thunderous two
handed jam that left him
suspended horizontally from the

ground.
Luckily, Curley was clutching
the rim and Harvard forward Ron
Mitchell was clutching Curley.
The half ended with BC taking
a 56-36 lead on a David Hinton
sixteen footer and two Huckaby
drives.
The second half featured the
first minutes of the year by 7'-2"
forward Randy Hagerdon, who
recently completed the five game
suspension he was hit with by the
NCAA.

Rookie guard
Gerrod Abram
also contributed
seven points and
three steals,
while senior
forward Willy
Foley
also
notched seven
points on the
night.
Senior Ralph
James led the
Crimson with

backward.
"This was a good
for
tune-up
Providence, but
we definitely did
not look past

Harvard,"
O'Brien
continued. "I've
been on them
hard because you
just can't know
what's going to
happen. Game
after game we
have to be ready
to play."

nineteen points.

The

Eagles

now hold a 29-8
edge
over
Harvard in a

series that dates
back to 1905.
Harvard's record
now stands at 15, withtheirlone
victory coming
over Brandeis
last week.
The Eagles
took control of
the game frorp

Hagerdon played nine minutes
and contributed four points and
five rebounds. Like Curley,
Hagerdon also brought the crowd
alive by taking an alley-oop pass
from Huckaby and ramming it
home to put BC in front by thirty
late in the game, 90-60.
"I see this as another step in the
right direction," O'Brien said of
the team's thrashing victory.
"I'm viewing each win as an
important win. We had the
superior team, but I wanted to
make sure the
kids were ready
to play, that they
didn't take a step

Freshman Clarzell Pearl made a smooth transition from the football field to the court in BC's 97-72 win over Harvard

The Eagles' first
BIG
EAST
conference test of
the season takes
placeon Tuesday
night as BC faces
the Providence
Friars attheConte
Forum.

Women's Hoop

BC falls to Richmond in home opener
By KERRY HUGHES
Heights Sports Editor

The start of the 1990 season
has not been a smooth one for the
building BC women's basketball
team, and things did not get any
easier in the team's home opener
against Richmond on Friday night

at the Power Gym, as the Eagles
were downed 74-51.

After facing some tough
national competition at the
Arkansas Classic to open the
season, the Eagles looked to get
things going as they began regular
schedule play at Holy Cross last
Tuesday, but unfortunately the

Crusaders were up to thetask and
sent the Eagles home with a
nineteen point loss.
"Its been two very frustrating
games in a row," conceded Head
Coach Margo Plotzke. "We are a
very young team and weare going
to take our lumps, and we've

BC tri-captain Tabatha Riordan moves the ball upcourt in the Eagles' 74-5,1 loss against Richmond

certainty been taking them
lately."
With a starting unit that
included two freshman players
in rookiesensations Kerry Curran
and Michele Verotsky, the Eagles
fell behind early to a more
experienced Richmond squad.
Senior forward Carla Wenger,
who has been one of BC's most
consistent performers this season,
opened the scoring for the Eagles
with an early layup that was
quickly followed by a three
pointer from sophomore Sarah
Behn, however, the Richmond
team was able to keep pace with
an aggressive offensive attack.
Verotsky iced a free throw after
foul following a fifteen foot
jumperbyjuniorguardJenLeddy,
who finished the night with eight
points and three assists, to bring
the score to a 15-8 Richmond
advantage, before the Spiders
started to take control with a 9-0
first half run.
The Spiders kept BC off the
board for a three minute period
during the run before Verotsky
put the Eagles back on the board
with two consecutive ten foot
jumpers and a powerful drive to.
the hoop to cut the Richmond
lead to 24-14.
'Tve been pleased with the
HUGHES continued to p. 18
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Profile

Jackson coming of age for the Eagles
By CHRISTOPHER COLLINS
Heights Staff Writer
The Boston College men's
team should be
thankful that Corey Jackson isn't
your normal basketball player.
"When a kid goes to college
and doesn't immediately get a lot
of playing time, usually he will
lose his confidence and positive
attitude," explained Head Coach
Jim O'Brien.
"But with Corey you have the
opposite; he is the perfect
example of someone whose
attitude and play has gotten better
every year he's been here."
Although only six games into
this young season, it is obvious
that Jackson will continue that
trend again this year.
The 6'-7" junior from Miami,
Florida has been one of the most
consistent performers this year,
contributing in a number of
different ways, both as a player
and a leader on the floor.
"I feel I can help the team in a
different way every night," said
the affable Jackson, "whether it
be rebounding, scoring, or
providing a defensive spark."
Coach O'Brien concurrs that,
"Corey's biggest asset is his
versatility. He has played virtually
every position on the floor, and
hasgiven usscoring, rebounding,

basketball

unselfishness and good defense.
"He isn't outstanding at any one
thing, buthecandoa lotofthings
pretty well."
This versatility is especially
evident this year, his first as a
starter. He led the team with eight
rebounds in their pre-season NIT

time

Junior Corey
starting role.

Jackson has been a force in the Eagles' front court this season in

Yale's Ingalls Rink, and Yale

came away with a 2-0 victory.
Both goals came in the opening

-

I

got. I even

started

two

games," remembered Jackson.
"But sophomore year I started
to lose my confidence. So I just
tried to keep improving. This year
I was the only returning small

at

BC women's hockey has hit
the big time.
This past Friday night the Eagles
skated to a scoreless tie against
Yale at the New Haven Veterans
Memorial Coliseum. Neither
team could put one home during
the eight-minute running time
exhibition featured between
periods of the New Haven
N ighthawks' 5-3 AHL victory over
the visiting Utica Devils.
"Playing in a pro rink before a
big crowd (2,691) for women's
hockey, I thought the girls would
be nervous; but they went out,
played hard, and basically
control led the entire scrimmage,"
admitted Eagle bench boss Tom
O'Malley. He admitted that he
himself was surprised by his
team's performance and intensity
during the short contest: "We took
the play to them the entire time."
O'Malley also liked the extra
media attention the Eagles got
from their trip to the home of the
Los Angeles Kings' farm team.
"We got on TV in Hartford, we
got in some of the newspapers; I
thought all the promotion was
great."
Neither team seriously
threatened in the abbreviated
match-up, although the Eagles
did have some chances."We got
some shots, but their goaltender
(Maureen Magauran) kept them
in it." One of BC's best
opportunitiescamein the closing
moments when first-yearforward
LisaTulimieri powered down the
right side only to shoot just wide.
Down the other end, junior
goaltender Kerri Tiernan didn't
face any dangerous Yale shots a
credit
the
Eagles'
to
backchecking, especially that of
defenders Liz Ridley, Kristen
Aucoin, Lisa Billings, Sue Warren,
Molly Carroll, and Charlotte
Altmeyer.
Saturday the two squads faced
off again inafull6o-minutegame

So how does he deal with this
success? By casually refocusing
all attention on the team as a
whole.
"Sure it was exciting to win the
MVP award. But there is always
room for improvement- I'm
always looking to bring my game
to the next level," said Jackson.
"What's more important now
is for the team to continue
winning. As long as we are
playing well, everything is
The coach is more enthused,
the fans are more enthused, and
the players are having fun."
Unfortunately this is not what
Jackson has been accustomed to.
He was a quality back-up player
in his first two years atthe Heights,
putting up some respectable
numbers (3.6 points, 2.1
rebounds per game) as the team
floundered to 12-17 and 8-20
seasons.
"It was tough those first two
years. My freshman year I was
playing behind a senior, Steve
Benton, so I was satisfied with the

Yale drops BC 2-0
J. USCHAK
Heights Staff Writer

biggest win we've had since I've
been here."
In the second round of the
NIT, Jackson continued to
improve his performance, racking
up a team-high 20 points against

Duke University.
Sofarthis season Jackson ranks
fifth on the team in scoring, fourth
in rebounding, fourth in steals,
and second in assists. To top all
this off, he was also named MVP
of the First Annual BC Basketball
Classic.

positive.

Women's Hockey

By ROMAN

win over Memphis State, which
Jackson proudly refers to as "the

seconds of the second and third
periods, respectively, and Yale's
MagaurTn once again turned
away the best BC had to offer.
"It was one of those frustrating
games, but the girls still tried,"
admitted O'Malley. "We had tons
of chances, but their goaltender
was outstanding."
"We knew the games would
be close," he continued. "The
teams are even talent-wise; but
even though Yale doesn't have
any superstars, we just couldn't
put one past their goalie."
The New Haven trip concluded
the Eagles' first half of the '90-91
season, leaving them with a .500
ledger (5-5-0). "That's it for the
first half," stated O'Malley. "I'm
happy with the record; we won
all the games we were supposed
to win although I still think we
should have beaten Yale."
"We're hanging in there,
though," he was quick to add.
"This team is pretty sound, and
we're already looking forward to
next semester."
Next semester begins on
Sunday, January 13 when the
Eagles host Colgate at Kelley Rink.

his first season in a

COLLINS continued to p. 18

BIG EAST ACTION!
Men's Basketball vs.
Providence
Tuesday, December 11
8:00 pm
Conte Forum

-

Four members of O'Malley's
current squad returned home to

the Constitution State this past
weekend: sisters Amy and Kerri
Tiernan (Milford, CT); senior
defender Lisa Billings (Norwalk,
CT); and Lisa Tulimieri
(Glastonbury, CT).
Interestingly enough, the
Nighthawks' Account Executive/
Director of Community Relations
is BC grad Mike Santos, who
played sub-varsity hockey at the
Heights with O'Malley.The
'Hawks roster also boasts former
Ice Eagles Billy O'Dwyer ('B2)
and Scott Harlow ('B6). O'Dwyer
spent several solid years with the
Boston Bruins, while Harlow
(three assists on Friday) is still the
all-timeleadingscorer in Heights
hockey history.

Also catch BC women's
basketball as they take
on New Hampshire
Wednesday at the Forum
-Blue Chips of Boston College-
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Commentary

Hockey

UNH ends BC
streak at three
By GEORGE
HARALAMBOUS
Heights Staff Writer

They've been doing their pregamewarm-upsat Conte Forum
to the rock group Cinderella's
"Gypsy Road," but they might
as well change their tune to
Dorothy's "There's No Place
Like Home."
This week the hockey Eagles
continued their dominance at
home and their problems on the
road, as they defeated
Providence College 5-1 on
Tuesday, but fell to the
University of New Hampshire
5-3 in Durham, N.H. on
Saturday.
The Eagles, and senior
goaltender Sandy Galuppo (46
saves), were swarmed by U NH 's

BC's first line continues to

The Friars answered ten
minutes later when Gary Socha
flipped a shot from the left slot
to the left corner of the net past
LaGrand at 17:15.

The goal was scored while

Guerin was in the penalty box
for slashing. Guerin returned to
active duty that night after BC
head coach Len Ceglarski chose
to sit him out of the Michigan
game for accumulating two ten
minute major penalties in his
previous two games.
"I was tentative all game,
afraid that I would get called for
penalties," said Guerin. "I have
to relax and just play my game."
The Eagles went on to play
their game from there on,
erasing any momentum the
Friars had received from Socha's
goal.

provide

Wildcats on Saturday. UNH
outshot BC 51 -36 in the contest.
The Eagles managed to keep it
close, and the game was an
even 3-3 early on in the third
period. But UNH's Steve
Morrow beat Galuppo at 3:55
of thefinal stanza to breakopen
the game for the Wildcats.
In Tuesday night's home
action, the Eagles swept by the
top ten ranked PC Friars 5-1 for
their 6th home victory of the
season.
Tuesday night's defensive
performance proved to be light
years awayfrom the one BC put
on just seven days earlier when
the team squeaked by PC 8-7 in
Providence. The Eagleswerethe
first team to hold the Friars to
less than three goals this season.
"When the forwards come
back to support the defense, we
obviously have a pretty good
team," said BC associate head
coach Steve Cedorchuk.
The Eagles broke up a tightchecking first period at 7:44
when center David Emma poked
in a rebound off a powerful
Crowley slap shot which came
just 10 feet in front of PC
netminder Mike Heinke.

an

explosive offense.

With Dennehy serving a
minor penalty, BC defenseman
joe Cleary broke up the PC

power play, stealing the puck
and passing it up ice to Emma
who was streaking down the
right slot. The senior from
Cranston, Rhode Island found
fellow penalty-killer Steve
Heinze who wristed the shot
past a sprawled Heinke.
The Eagles went out for the
second period and proceeded
to pound the Friars into the ice.
Right wing Jackie Callahan took
a pass from center Matt Glennon
and slapped a shot in the PC
goal at 3:05. It was thefifth goal
of the season for Callahan, who
leadsthefourEaglefreshmen in
scoring.
Emma struck again seven
minutes later when he tipped in
a rebound off a Mike Spalla shot
at 11:10.Thattookthewindout
of the Friars sails and made for
a dull third period, highlighted
by a goal by center David
Franzosa at 5:46 of the final
stanza. Franzosa stole the puck
at the Friar blueline from
defenseman Chris Thieren and
went in alone on Heinke,
slipping the puck to the
eoaltender's left side.

BC basketball making
its way back to the top
By EDWARD F. RYAN III
Heights Staff Writer
It has taken wins of gigantic
proportion over Memphis State
and Maryland to spark interest
on campus over the men's
basketball team, which comes in
third on the fan-o-meter here in
Chestnut Hill behind hockey and
football. Eagle basketball reached
amazing new lows last year,
prompting many to develop a
pessimistic attitude toward BC
hoop.
Yet, with the team carrying
those two wins as well as a 6-1
record almost a quarter of the
way through their schedule, it is
about time to get excited. Simply
put that skepticism aside and
realize that the thirteen athletes
who suit up against Providence
on Tuesday night in the Eagles
first BIG EAST contest are unlike
any team Coach Jim O'Brien has
had in his five years here at the
Heights.
The reason for this change is
simple. ForthefirsttimeO'Brien
can confidently glance down his
bench and throw a number of
people into the fire. This luxury
is otherwise known as depth, a
commodity that has been null
and void here since the
tournament days that seem so
long ago.
Nowadays, instead of calling
on nice spot players like Reggie
Pruitt, Tom Hjerpe, or Bobby Ray
Smith, O'Brien finds Doug Able,
David Hiriton, Lior Arditti, Gerrod
Abram, and Bobby Moran all
hungry and deserving of minutes.
All could start, and some have,
and Hinton might have been in
there more if he hadn't injured
his foot. But the team is clearly at
an advantage by having all of
these players come off the bench.
For instance, take the case of
Able. Last year's scoring and
rebounding leader seemed to
have a starting role locked up as
the season began, and essentially
he still does. Don't let the sixth
man label fool you, when the
game is on the line, Able is on the
floor.
The consistent play of starters
Corey Beasleyand Corey Jackson
has allowed O'Brien to spring
one of his most productive big
men on the opponent after the
game has begun.
If Able happens to return to the
startingfive somewhere down the
line, this early season move will

Sophomore center David Hinton will play a key role
Eagles continue to soar on

as the

the hoop court this season.

still be effective because it
enabled Beasley and Jackson to
ge the minutes they need to be
effective. In the. end, everyone's
confidence is boosted.
Guard Gerrod Abram is
another example of the new look
Eagles. Abram showed why he
belonged against Maryland by
stinging the Terps for thirty points,
six of seven from three point
range.
Having been overshadowedby
the more heralded Bill Curley
and Malcolm Huckaby, as well
as the emerging Howard Eisley,
Abram stepped to the forefront
last Monday night with a
performance reminiscent of Dana
Barros.
What's more, Abram has all
the tools to become a Conte
Forum favorite: an explosive
scoringability, unmatched speed
and desire, and contorted facial
expressions that are usually on
display after he knocks home a
basket.
At any rate, Abram will be fun
to watch as he hones his many
talents at BC.
And let us not forget Curley
and Eisley, two players who may
not move from the starting I ineup
until they graduate in 1994.
Through the team's first six
games, Eisley leads the team in
scoring with a fourteen point
average, and Curley heads the
rebounding front with an average

of 8.2 a game.
In fact, Curley was tabbed
BIG EAST Freshman of the Week
after grabbing a school record
sixteen rebounds against New
Hampshire.
Like Abram, Curley and Eisley
have given this team a much
needed shot in the arm. It should
be no coincidence that BC has
started winning since they
stepped into the lineup, both
were catalysts in taking their
high
schools to
state
championships, and both bring
out the best in their teammates.
And let us not slight freshman
Malcolm Huckaby. Aside from
the Memphis State game,
Huckaby hasn't knocked
anyone out with his play, but his
defense is tremendous and some
had him as one of the top five
guards in the country last year.
These freshmen, along with
the team's veterans, have helped
O'Brien round out a program
which is clearly on the rebound.
BC loses frontcourt stalwarts
Beasley and Able next year, as
well as Moran and Arditti, but a
promising foundation has been
built for the future.
The Eagles may not be world
beaters just yet, but to give them
no chance of being selected for
a post-season tournament, such
as an NIT bid, would be foolish.
This BC team is giving us reason
to think about it.

Freshman guard Malcolm Huckaby has brought great speed to the improved BC backcourt
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Richmond tops BC in opener
not be enough to bring the Eagles

continued from p. 15
way the freshmen have

been

playing," said Plotzke. "But they
are still very young players and
they have to learn the system.
"Playing college basketball is

still a big adjustment for them,
and they have to become
accustomed to the college
basketball mode. It is really still a

bigtransition forthem atthis point
in the season."
Curran and Verotsky were not
the only Eagles under fire on
Friday night, as the rest of the BC
front court besides Verotsky had
to contend with Richmond's
powerful forward tandem of Amy
Mallon and Ginny Norton, who
racked up twenty-two points
apiece.
Norton drove for two
consecutive layups late in the
first half to give Richmond a 3316 edge, but BC did not back
down behind the scoring drive of
Behn who notched a trifecta late
in the half to bring BC within
sixteen.
Verotsky and Wenger were
solid from the line to close out
thefirst half and BC went into the
break down 37-26.
"This was a very emotional
game for us," explained Plotzke,
"It's been a long week and I think
wewerejustverydrained. I know
this team can play much better
than it did."
The Eagles' second half did not
open with any more promise than
the first as Richmond went on a
10-0run and never looked back.
It was Behn who broke the
Richmond streak this time with a
ten footer from outside the key,
but the Spiders had secured a 4928 lead in the contest.
Wenger and Behn continued
to pound on offense, as Behn
notched seven of her team-high
fifteen points in the second half,
while Wenger hit six of her
twelve, but their efforts would

back.
Despite the score, BC played
this one until the end, and was
sparked late with a monster block
on the outside by seniorStephanie
Byrd, and another from junior

Kelli Stahl.

"I didn't see a lot of real good
things out there tonight, we can
play much better defense than
that, but it'sjusta matterof putting
it all together," said Plotzke.
"I'd really like to see what we

could do against this team if we
had a chance to face them again
later this season. We are a better
team than this."
The Eagles will not get the
opportunity
to
redeem
themselves against Richmond
again this season, but have the
chance to turn their season
around on Wednesday as they
face the University of New
Hampshire at the Conte Forum,
before travelling to the Purdue
Classic over the holidays.

men's hockey games.
Mike Herren- A school that will
his talent and
him
the
he
guy
for
is and not foi the villain that he
accept
great
has been made out to be.
Jun Anderson- The best of luck in the future to a player that
played with more heart and determination than any other.
Hockey Team- Santa can't bring this team anything that they
don't already have. Simply the best.
Men's Soccer- Another shot at the NCAA's in 1991.
Sean Farley- A professional contract for a good Nobles boy.
Bill Romanowski- Three Super Bowl rings in three years.
Doug Flutie- Another shot at the NFL,
Kerry Curran- BIG EAST Rookie of the Year honorsfor a former
Piatelli Construction Little League teammate.
Women's Hockey Team- A plus .500 record, varsity status,
and a scorer to replace anotherfine Nobles graduate, Liz Power.
David Hinton- Health and happiness in 1991.
Clarzell Pearl- Some PT on the gridiron and court for BC's 80.
Baseball Team- A field that doesn't double as a parking lot.
Steve Heinze and/or David Emma- The Hobey Baker Award.
Kerry Hughes- Al Nipper under her Christmas tree.
Oil Can Boyd- A Cy Young Award for a Red Sox legend.
Joe Wolf- A Pro Bowl bid for a BC legend.

Red Sox-Bob Welch.

Patriots- Three more losses for the worst team ever, and a one-

Jacksonville.
Sylvester Stallone- An Oscar for Rocky V.
Marge, Billy, Jay, lan, Moses, Cynthia and Andrea- The best
of luck to sevenfriends/associates who have made this newspaper
way ticket to

BC's Sarah Behn was a

pre-season

Ail-American candidate

Kraaijvanger breaking away
Although Boston College's
men's swim team has gotten off
to a slow start at 2-2 in their 1990
campaign, junior Maarten
Kraaijvanger is fast breaking
school records in freestyle.
Kraaijvanger shattered four
freestyle records at National
Catholics last weekend, by two
seconds in 200m, five seconds in
500m, ten seconds in 1000m,
and fifteen seconds in 1650m.
"Maarten had an amazing
performance last week," lauded
thirteen year head coach, Tom
Groden. "Weknew Maarten was
swimming well this year, but not
that well. Breaking records by
mat much is an achievement and
it was great to sit and watch him
do it."
Groden remarks that though
the records were previously held
by Kraaijvanger, he is a true team
person, sacrificing what he can
do for the good of the team.
"He (Kraaijvanger) has never
lost the 1000
500 to anyone
but a teammate. Sometimes he
can help the team out a lot by
allowing (teammate) Rick
McMorrow to beat him."
The junior out of Saunderson,
Kl, only started swimming
seriously in his senior year of
high school. Kraaijvanger, BCs
team MVP last year, comments,
"I never realized it could ,do
anything for me beyond high
scpbol."
"College coaches began to
recruit me after I swam well at the

m or

Christmas is a time for prayers and good wishes. Here are
some holiday blessings and gifts for people who deserve nothing
but the best from Santa and his elves from the Heights Sports
tandem:
Jack Bicknell- May Santa find a Division I coaching job in
his bag for Cowboy Jack. In BC sports there have been few more
congenial and approachable people. The fact that he gave up a
200 percent raise to remain loyal to BC shows his character. The
record may not have always showed it, but the man was a
winner.
Bill Flynn- Health and happiness in retirement tothe man who
brought BC sports to the big time.
Bicknell's successor- Big feet to fill big shoes.
Flynn's successor- Even bigger feet.
Jim O'Brien- A special Christmas blessing to a great coach.

And prayers to his family.
Willy Foley- Some PT for BC's front court menace.
Hoop Class of '94- Hopefully when he comes to town Santa
will remember just what good boys they have really been.
Basketball team. An NIT berth. At least.
The Conte Forum- Capacity crowds for events besides just the

Swimming

By ANN BAUERLEIN
Heights Staff Writer

Some thoughts at
Christmas...

Junior Olympics."

Aside from his individual
success, Kraaijvanger is quick to
proudly mention his desire for
BC to succeed as a team.
"All the guys are swimming
well, I'm not the only one
breaking records. Craig Jones has
the IM, Mike Ryan has the 200
fly."

m

Kraaijvanger sets

his

own

personal goals: "To keep going
faster is the fun of swimming."
If Kraaijvanger continues at the
rate he is going, he will help
bring Boston Col lege back to their
number two rank in the east at

the New England Championship.
"So far this year we have had a
tough season at 2-2. In the last
two yearswe have fin ished about
10-2 and 12-1. The other teams
are really competitive this year,
but with everyone on our team
swimming so well, we can have
another great season.
BC faces the University of
Maine in a home dual meet this
weekend at the Brophy pool.
They prepare for their big
February challenge when they
swim atthe Big East and the New
England Championships in hopes
of a title.

a great one.
George (Yuri) HaralamßOUS- A new birth certificate.
Paul Stanton- New pants so you can retire your favorites.

Mike Surprenant- A cure for wackness.
Easy E- Some BOUS to get you through these tough times by
April, May. .
Sloane Bendall- Preferred customer status at Walsh Cafeteria,
an "Oh, What A Night" dance mix, and just one lousy phone call.
Heights photo staff- Peace.
Bob Hynes- An Bxlo autographed picture of Nelson.
Paul Morley- The all-time written up record.
Chris Horan- The Village People album.
Tim Evans- Van Newby's I.D.
Brian Bennett- The one or two answers he might not have.
Sean Curran- Housing 2nd semester for a great cousin.
Mully and Richer- One night with Jimmy Stewart and Bing.
Randy Vera- Just one game with the big team. Godspeed!
To everyone else at Boston College- Have a Merry
Christmas and a Happy New Year.
.

Jackson heading
Eagles' attack
continued from p. 16
forward, so I'm not surprised to
be starting. I just want to keep
contributing to the team."
All of this is what any coach, and
certainly Coach O'Brien, loves
to hear. "I'm very happy to have
Corey here. I'm just glad that he
stuck with it and didn't bail out. It
took him some time to adjust, but
now he's one of the most mature
kids on the team."
O'Brien is not the only one to
notice. "Action" Jackson's
maturity. "I've definitelybecome
more mature since I've been
here," said Jackson, who now
uses that maturity to help the

m

team.
"Because the team has so many
younger players, I'm trying to lead

Maartan Kraaijvanger is making waves for BC men's swimming

as much as possible. I'll have to
be even more of a leader next
year, but it will be tough being
the only senior on the team. But

I'm looking forward to it. I'm
more confident than everbefore."
With his new confidence and the
team's high level of play, Jackson
has set a few specific goals.
"We always set the NCAA
Tournament as one of our team
goals, so obviously I'm hoping
for that. And I really want to beat
UConn, Providence, and
Georgetown,because we haven't
beaten any of those teams since
I've been here," said Jackson of
BC's upcoming BIG EAST
contests.

the

team

I

really

want to

By well against is Miami, when

we go down there next year. It's

going to be fun to play at home in
front of my family and friends. It

should be real exciting."
If the team and Jackson
continue playing at their current
level, the two should have more
than their share of moments
which are "real exciting."
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Student behavior hurting BC reputation
Continued from page 1

the city of

Boston for allowing
this kind of community
intervention. Sherwood said that
BC is observing the situation to
see if it is applicable to its own

case.

Sherwood claimed that the
community groups, by not
approving construction, are
defeating their own purposes.
With facilities such as new
dormitories, a new parking
garage, and a new student center,
fewer students would be living
and spending time off campus.
"We have no intention of
increasing student enrollment.
We are not going to grow in
numbers. BC refuses to agree to
thesecommunity groups. Itwould
be a disservice to the students,"
Sherwood said.
Costello made the point that
perhaps some of the community
hostility toward BC comes from
the tax exemption it is permitted
as a university. Although BC
pays a certain amount of money
to the city in lieu of taxes, most
Newton residents feel that the

school costs the city far more
than the amount donated. "BC
only pays about $100,000 each
year. We use that whole amount
of money in the first two months
with fire alarms and police calls
from BC." Costello pointed the
finger at the administration,
saying, "If you get anything, the
student center will be last,
because they don't make money
for the school. Parking garages

and dormitories make money."
Sherwood said that if a new
student center were to be built,
the school would consider sel I ing
some of the space to commercial
businesses. As commercial
entities they would be required
to pay taxesto the city of Newton,
and to give a percentage of their
income to the school, makingthe
building profitable to both the
school and the outside

Elena Epatko- the new "boss"
Scott Matarese- for not being kicked out
Joe McCafferty- even if he is a Sixer fan
Kerry Hughes- still on top of Heights sports
Dave Daley- the Reigning Music Guru
Kevin Keating- for surviving
Michelle Splude- for producing better than the rest
Nicole Palina- Speller Extraiordinaire (I hope that's spelled right)
Maura Kelly- for continuing Police Blotter excellence
Congratulations to the 1991 Heights Upper Board!

BHORUIH CURTAIN COULD GO
UP ON THIS f XHIBITIOK,ANOTHER
HAD TO (OMt DOWN.
HS3BHBHBHBH

Love,

2/3 Tri
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Holiday Transportation
Service
Let us drive you home for
Christmas.

Anywhere in New England
and New York City for half
the normal taxi rate!

Diane,
Keep your
spirits up!
Were

thinking of

For further details and
reservations call:

THtNfW
SOVIET
ART
Between Spring and Summer: Soviet Conceptual Art in the

you.

617-739-1436

Era of Late Communism. November2-january 6.

Love,

THE INSTITUTE OF CONTEMPORARY ART
MS

The Heights
MISSIONARIES

student center.
Sherwood agreed that BC
students keepcommercial centers
like Cleveland Circle alive.
"Despite high tuition costs, there
is a considerable amount of
disposable income that our
students spend in this area. The
results of this are rent, jobs, and
income for businesses. BC has a
positive influence on private
entrepreneurs," Sherwood said.

Congratulations t0...

Good Luck
Steph and
Jen. You'll
both do a
great job!

P.I.M.E.

community. "Students would be
less likely to go off campus for
haircuts, groceries, and things I ike
that. These are all things the
community groups have failed to
recognize," he explained.
Sherwood cited Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT) as
an example where this idea has
occurred successfully. MIT has a
record store, a beauty parlor, and
several other businesses in ifs

BoylHon

Bolton

St. (neit to lh«
Th«

For more information all (il7) 2W-5152.
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\u25a0 Student jgerelcee Lena lab, P.O. Box 22-2596,

Fulfilling one's life through a
missionary vocation
El
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The Pontifical Institute for Foreign Missions
(the PIME Missionaries) is an international com-

munity of Catholic priests and laymen who
make a lifelong commitment to continuing the
mission of Jesus Christ in the modem world.
We live the Gospel in Bangladesh. Brazil. Hong
Kong, India. Japan. Myanmar, Papua New
Guinea, Philippines, Taiwan, Thailand and
West Africa among the poor and unchurched.
Founded in Italy in 1850, a group of diocesan priests, at the encouragement of their
bishops, grew in their understanding of just precisely what God was calling them to be. A missionary must be open to dialogue, prayer and
selfless service, espedaty to the poor. The mlssionary must learn how to be a sign of shared
faith between weii established European and
American local churches and peoples where
the Church is just beginning. The missionary
must know how to announce the Kingdom of
God white being a force for transformation of
those societal values which do not buftd up that
Kingdom.

If you are a young man between 18and 35,

in good health and spirits, excited to live your

faith in the miaatonary way described above.
send in or caH tor information today.
Fr. John J. Majka
PHIE MISSIONARIES
35750 Moravian Dr.
PHASER, MICHIGAN 48028

Pb? (311) 701-2100
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AIDS awareness heightened around BC
Continued from page 8
1 in 500 college students have
HIV or AIDS, and that "drugs and
alcohol may promote thechances
of having unsafe sex."

Marlor and Bang closed the
presentation by thanking the
attendants and emphasizing the
importance of continuing
awareness of the growing
problem of HIV and AIDS. They
made itclearthatthey are "willing
to come back again," and that
seminars and workshops to train
HIV/AIDS awareness volunteers

are programs "which all colleges
ideally should have."
In response to the sparse
attendance, Scott Sellers, UGBC
Vice President for Social
Awareness, said he had
distributed more than 150 flyers
and contacted the School of
Nursing. Last year, he said, no

on Monday at 8 pm. Hughes
brought the issues into a daily
perspective by allowing students
to discuss how, when becoming
become inebriated and acting
promiscuously,
they
put
themselves at risk of acquiring
AIDS or HIV. A volunteer for the
National AIDS Hotline in

one attended the lecture.

In another effort to bring
awareness to the HIV/AIDS

diseases, Walsh Hall Resident
Assistant Heather Roche, CSOM

'91, sponsored sociology
graduate student Glyn Hughes to
lead a student discussion of AIDS
in the Walsh third floor lounge

New Constitution passed 148-13

Continued from page 1
Martinez.

Besides the lack of the

ORIENTAL IMPORT SERVICE

by the resignations, Martinez said,
"It's [the resignations] a
disappointment because I feel
these senators arefantastic. I think
it is disappointing also because
of the students who voted them
in. In my opinion, if you don't
like something, you don't give

President's signature, Moranaiso
cited the fact that the old
Constitution was never available
for the students to look at when
voting on their amendment. "In
contrast, both documents were
available in the UGBC office for
two weeks, before this recent

referendum," added Moran.

up,

Complete Auto Repair and Body Work
Two Minute Walk to MBTA B Line

ROOMMATE
NEEDED SECOND
SEMESTER!

Pl
ll\l

$275 per month,

negotiable.

PLEASE CALL MATT
AT 232-8593
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Killington Rd., Killington, Vermont 05751 (802)422-3101

THE ENGLISH ASSOCIATION CONGRATULATES
THE WINNERS OF THE SHORT STORY CONTEST

FIRST PLACE ($lOO PRIZE)-SUZANNE KAMMLOTT
SECOND PLACE ($5O PRIZE)-CLEVELAND
KNIGHTEN, 111
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A Daily on-mountain competions
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a Ski racing clinics
Lower rates for groups
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Happy
Birthday to
all
Sagitarius
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1297 Beacon St., Brookline, MA 02146
(at Coolidge Corner)
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Intercollegiate Ski Fest

lost

The new Constitution was voted
on December 4 and 5, and was
passed by a 148-13 count. It has
been effective since President
Culliton signed it on Friday,
December 7.

With Each Other
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a
your

Get Acquainted With Us
Before You Get Acquainted

Bus Stop
and the B Line.

$

have

Maybe

controversywas the student vote.

The Heights

Spacious apartment
close to Chansky's,

I
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you
to

Lonstituency."

Best wishes to Dr. Arnold Mazur, who is
currently at Ft. Nevins awaiting his call
to service in Saudi Arabia.
Also, best wishes to his family during this
holiday season.
Sincerely,

254-1570

I

because

responsibility

In wake of the turmoil caused

The Japanese Car Specialists

terms

Washington D.C., Hughes
warned of the potentially fatal
ramifications of irresponsible
sexual behavior in any
environment. The volunteers
encouraged students to use AIDS
Hotline numbers. The numbers
are 1-800-342-AIDS or 1-800342-SIDA.
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($25 PRIZE)-ALICE C.

COYLE,
JAMES FRALEIGH

FACULTX/STUDENT JUDGING COMMITTEE FOR
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Chester

by Rey Roldan

HEIGHTS PHOTOGRAPHY

Welcome to the very last Heights Photo Section. This week we
have a few scenes from the Christmas dances that took place this
week: the Snowfall Ball and Mistletoe Mayhem. Many general
thanks to Kerry and Peggy for all you have done, and thanks to
Kevin, Sheryl and Mattfor their work in the darkroom.
I.C.K.
--

Have a Merry Christmas
and a Happy New Year!!
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POLICE BLOTTER
Saturday, December 1, 1990

apprehended.
1:1 Oam-Officer receives a
harasssing phone call
I:s2am- Officer responds to a
student having a seizure.
2:3Ba- Officer responds to an
alarm in Fitzpatrick Hall. No
smoke or fire was found.
3:3Bpm- Fire alarm caused by
faulty smoke detector by
computer room inO'Neill library.
7:33pm-Person treated for a nose

12:00a- Officer responds to a
report from Crystal Transport that
a student was suffering from an
alcohol overdose. Student was
transported to infirmary for
observation.
12:57a- Officer reports a motor
vehicle ran gateat approximately
40MPH, before he could be

EUROPE

*****\u25a0****.*

t

,

f

Sunday, December 2, 1990

$149

I:47am- Officer responds to a
report of two males carrying a
street sign.
2:o3am- Officer reponds to a
report of a white male breaking
in the front door of the caller's
Mod.
2:loam- Officer takes a report
concerninga harassingphonecall
received by a student.
3:3oam- Officer files a report of

279
279

Milan

San Juan
St Thomaa
Tokyo

109
149
269
149
499

Trinidad
Sydney

?

by a subject who fled from the
area.
10:23pm- White male taken into
protective custody due to alcohol
intoxication.
11 :24pm- Officer finds two
femalessufferingfrom an alcohol
overdose.

v.w.-. \u25a0\u25a0VAV.V.'.wV-W'

Port au Prince
Rome

Each way fom Boston Schedule! Airlines Taxes Additional
?

.\u25a0.'.?.?\u25a0?\u25a0?\u25a0?\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0'Xyffrw.

Certain Restrictions apply

?

WAY TO GO TRAVEL

1601 Blutiill Ave. #4, Matupan, MA 02116

I

?

the misuse of the escort system.
4:35a- Officer responds to a
report of a missing friend and
suspicious circumstances.
Student is later located, safe and
sound.
1:116pm- Treatment of an
employee of Conte Forum for a
first degree burn on her hand.
4:23pm- Report of money stolen
from an Edmond's dorm room.
4:3opm- Officer reponds to a
report of a student with a possible
broken wrist.
4:sopm- Officer reponds to a
student suffering from a diabetic
reaction. Victim is transported to
nearby hospital.

nose.
7:41 pm- Officertakespossession
of alcohol which was dropped

$169

from

t».V.V.V.V.

$99
Amsterdam $179 Jamaica
119 London
169
Atlanta
Barbados
119 Los Angeles 169
Berlin
249 Madrid
259
Fnnkfttrt
199 Miami
69
Geneva
249 Munich
259
Zurich
249 Mexico
159
199
Hawaii
269 Paris

bleed caused by a friend
accidentally hitting him in the

1220 Broadwiy, Sic 310, New York NY 10001

(617) 298-8646 (212) 947-1242
?

BOSTON COLLEGE

9:2oam- Officer takes a report
concerning damage to a dorm
room.
3:oBpm- Officer files a report
concerning a domestic dispute.

4:33pm- Officer files a report
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Monday, December 3, 1990
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a report

concerning a larceny.

Tuesday, December 4, 1990
I:47am- Report of a student with
a head injury in Duchesne.

11:30a- Officer takes a report
concerning a larceny of a
handbag left behind in a

classroom.
2:4opm- Officer takes

a report

concerning vandalism to a
vehicle.
6:sopm- Officer responds to a
report of a male scalping tickets
in front of Conte Forum.
7:4opm- Officer reponds to an
injured woman in front of
McGuinn.

Wednesday, December 5,1990
12:59a-

Officer responds to

involving residents.
2:4la- Officer finds that a rear
window to Hillsides D had been
smashed out.
3:sBam- Officer responds to a
report of a fire in a Mod. Fire is
extinguished.
B:lsam- Call received from
known suspect that he is going to
his mother's house and does not
want any calls, he then began
with usual obscenities. He makes
several other calls during the shift.
s:olpm- Officer responds to a
possible reaction with food at
Lyons cafeteria.
7:44pm- Officer files a report of

people.
(Imagine violins
in the
background for
effect.)

-The Head Tri
Member

WITH THIS AD!
PERMANENT HAIR
REMOVAL
Electrolysis treatments
safely performed with
DISPOSABLE NEEDLES.
Face»Arms» Legs ?Bikini
Registered and Established
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over

10 years.

Margaret Cloherty
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Eletrolysis, P.C.
14 Morse Street

"

Watertown, MA

BOSTON COLLEGE BOOKSTORE
Mcelroy

commons

CHESTNUT HILL, MA 02167
_
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(15 minutes from downtown)

NEW STORE HOURS
MONDAY THROUGH THURSDAY
???.

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

Near Newton Corner on Buslline

552-3520
9:00 am to 6:3opm
9:ooam

to

a

report concerning a dispute

$15 PER HALF HOUR
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misuse of the escort service.
student
10:13pmBC
apprehended for stealing books
from the library. Suspect is
apprehended, and report is filed
with ODSD.
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Review

"What about the standards of common decency and
kindness? Or don't those standards exist in your
profession?"
-Twin Peaks Norma Jennings to her
»

mother/restaurant critic
Arms and the Man--p.24

Dynamic Robsham
performance.
By Cynthia Heaney

For The Record-p. 25
Cullen, Daley, Rainge,
Roldan, and Williams
choose the best of 1990.

LATEST HAMLET ADAPTATION TEDIOUS BUT ENJOYABLE

MEL GIBSON UNCONVINCING IN TITLE ROLE OF SLOW-STARTING FILM
cannot escape comparison.

By TIM ROTHFUSS
Heights Review Staff

HAMLET: starring Mel Gibson,
Glenn Close and Alan Bates directed
by Franco Zeffirelli, and based on
the play by William Shakespeare
Back in the 1960'5, Franco
Zeffirelli had a hit with his screen
adaption of Shakespeare's Romeo
and Juliet. Now, over twenty years

later, the director makes another
stab at putting Shakespeare on film
with Hamlet, and the results are
mixed. The film contains some
excellent sequences and,
unfortunately, some very tedious
ones.
With Hamlet 's deceit, murder,
insanity, and suicide, putting the
play on film seems like an excellent
idea. In fact, the idea was so good
that it was done a few decades ago
by Sir Lawrence Olivier, and more
recently, in a modernized version
directed by and starring Kevin Kline
for PBS. With these two versions
(and the infinite number of stage
productions) Zeffirelli's version

At the beginning of the film, the
viewer is struck by the absolutely
beautiful scenery. Unlike any other
version, this is a real castle
(although the interiors are probably
soundstages) and the countryside is
no mere backdrop, it's Scotland
(although the play is supposed to
take place in Denmark, it doesn't
really matter since this reviewer,
and perhaps many other average
moviegoers, couldn't tell the
difference from a hole in the

ground). However, the problem
with such breathtaking photography
is that for about the first third of the
movie, the scenery and costuming
is the most interesting aspect of the
movie. Save for a few scenes, the
beginning of the film is a strictly bythe-numbers production, with most
of the characters coming across as
pretty dull, except for lan Holm's
extremely comic interpretation of
Polonius.
Although the lackluster
beginning of the film is
indisputable, moviegoers
unfamiliar with the play should get

used

to the dialogue rather than
going to the snack bar for some
Jujyfruits. Not only do the early
scenes set up what is going to
happen later in the movie, but
familiarizing yourself with the way

that the characters speak will make
the remainder of the movie much
more enjoyable, and you won't
have to sit in the theater and

wonder why the hell Mel Gibson is
talking about bare bodkins.
In actuality, there are some
interesting scenes in the beginning
of the film, including Polonius (lan
Holm) giving advice to Laertes as
he departs from Elsinore, and the
first sequence in which Hamlet
(played by the Road Warrior
himself) sees his father's ghost for
the first time. It was pleasing to see
that Zeffirelli didn't use any hokey
special effects to show that Hamlet's
father's ghost (also called Hamlet)
was a ghost. In this film version,
Hamlet's ghost is just a dead guy
who lurks in the shadows.
A particularly low point of the
film is Hamlet's "to be or not to be"
soliloquy. It seems as if Gibson was

ordered to downplay the scene, in
which he mumbles rapidly through
his lines as if just to get the darn
thing over with, which is just as
well since it's been done to death
anyway.
After this scene, the film takes a
complete 180 and gets very
interesting, probably because
people start going crazy and die.
The first actor to wake up from
sleepwalking through his role is
Alan Bates as Claudius, the guy
who started the whole mess at

Elsinore (he killed Hamlet's father
and married his mother). It's the
scene in which the traveling
minstrels perform "The Mousetrap,"
a play mirroring Claudius' evil
deeds (arranged by Hamlet). Bates
comes across as menacing, but at
the same time very vulnerable, an
aspect of the role that does not
always come across very well.
Bates' Claudius is an evil force to be
reckoned with, but is not so evil
that he becomes a cartoon
character, which is a credit to Bates'
interpretation.
CONTINUED ON P. 24

SUCCESS HASN'T SPOILED LIVING COLOUR; SYMPHONY
ORPHEUM SHOW STRONG AND POWERFUL DEBUT
had it made was when my father
stopped asking me to get a job."
Although many would like to
isolate this band into four separate
units, usually led by the outspoken
guitarist Vernon Reid who writes
much of the material, he defines his

By PETER RYAN

Living Colour is back.

After a platinum debut record
and a highly coveted opening spot
for the Rolling Stones tour last fall,
the band returned to Boston last
week for a sold-out show
at the Orpheum in

adept in that respect.
Their skill shows through on the
band's new album, Time's Up,
which continues in
much the same path as

support of their second

Vivid. "Those
problems we talked
about on the last

record Time s Up. They
are, perhaps, one of the
most highly touted bands
to come along in quite a
while, as their music has
appealed both to the
alternative crowd and
broken through on
commercial radio as well.
The song "Cult of
Personality" even proved

them friendly

whose talents really come out live.
The same holds true for bassist
Muzz Skillings and drummer Will
Calhoun, who are both equally

record haven't gone
away," like media

exploitation, racism,
and homelessness,
notes Corey Glover.
"We're just as hardhitting and fingerpointing," he said.
"No one's sure

where we're headed,
where America's
headed," Reid said in
regards to Time's Up.
"This record is about
living in a changing
world, but we're not
preaching from a

the
image conscious likes of
to

MTV. Songwriter Vernon
Reid has become a guitar
hero for every kid who
picks up the instrument.
The band members
themselves, however, are LIVING COLOUR AT A THURSDAY PRESS CONFERENCE.
remarkably levelheaded about their
mountaintop. What we do is
role as just one part of a unit. "It's
meteoric ascent to stardom just two
an organic thing," he states. "We
present a situation and let you
years after opening up for the
come together as four individuals
connect the dots. The songs are like
Godfathers at a BC pub night.
with some common interests, but
letters to yourself?not so much
"When you love what you do,
we all have our own ideas as to
about what to do, but about how
bassist Muzz Skillings commented,
how things should be done."
you feel. If that reaches people,
"dollar signs don't seem to matter as
There can be no denying the
then it becomes their song as well."
much. It is nice to say that I can do
underscoring skills of Vernon Reid,
Although Living Colour tackles
what I want for a living," he said.
that
serious issues, there is always
overlooking
many
but
would be
the
"Yeah," counters drummer Will
an undercurrent of humor that ains
talents of his bandmates. Corey
CONTINUED ON P. 26
Calhoun, "the first time I knew I
Glover is a highly gifted vocalist
"

DEMONSTRATES
CLASSICAL

TALENT
By ELISABETH RAINGE
Heights Review Staff

THE BOSTON COLLEGE
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA:
Wednesday, December 5 at Gasson
100.
Gasson 100 was packed last
Wednesday night for the first
performance this semester by the
Boston College Symphony
Orchestra. Neal Hampton, a Boston
area conductor, was the only
person not tied to Boston College.
The' rest of the talent was purely
BC's own. Mary Haack, a freshman,
acted as concert mistress and Lan
Shui was the Assistant Conductor.
The soloist, Ms. Sandra Hebert,
who teaches at BC played the
Concerto for Piano in G Major by
Maurice Ravel beautifully. The
concerto itself was an interesting
piece that combined the American
jazz and blues of the Roaring
Twenties with the influence of
Ravel's own colleague, Debussy.
These seemingly distinct sounds
were complemented by a Spanish
flavor at times. While all this might
seem to result in a confused mishCONTINUED ON P. 24
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ZEFFIRELLTS HAMLET COMIC, TRAGIC, AND TEDIOUS

CONTINUED FROM P. 23

Soon after "The Mousetrap"
scene, Polonius bites the mitten

wacky misunderstanding
on Hamlet's part) which leaves the
viewer worried due to the fact that
Holm's Polonius was the high point
of the movie, which leaves Bates
and a plenitude of dull characters.
Then, there is another surprise
when Ophelia (Helena BonhamCarter) goes insane and walks
around in tattered clothes muttering
sexual innuendoes and singing
some eerie tunes. The result is a
quite unsettling but at the same

(due to a

time humorous interpretation.
Another character who develops
through tragedy is the character of
Laertes (played by a British actor
who bears a striking resemblance to
Keanu Reeves). When he left
Elsinore, he was almost an invisible
entity, but now that his father has
been killed and his sister has lost
her marbles, he's a man to be
reckoned with. He is a man bent on
vengeance, and a heck of a good
fencer, too.
The only characters that remain
bad throughout the movie are
Horatio and (surprisingly) the
queen. In the film, Horatio is almost
nonexistent, and while he could

have been a decent straight man to
Gibson's portrayal of Hamlet, the
viewer is merely disappointed that
he gets to deliver the last line in the
film, he just doesn't seem to
deserve it.
As for Glenn Close, she opts to
play Gertrude as either mentally
retarded or just plain stupid.
Although the character does not
know what is
really going on,
it doesn't mean
that she has to
iun around and
giggle. Close

Hamlet
like an infant
through most of
the movie,

that has been debated for a veiy
long time) and so Gibson heightens
the comical aspect of insanity. It is
probably the more serious parts at
which Gibson fails (most of which
occur at the beginning of the film),
but when there is a chance to act
crazy, Gibson does so with a
vengeance. One case is the final
duel scene with Laertes, which had
the audience

laughing
through most of
it, but which
turned to gasps
as Hamlet is cut
and
subsequently

treats

which makes a
very sensuous
kissing scene
MEL GIBSON
between the
two seem out of place. When the
queen gets hers at the end, it just
reinforces her stupidity instead of
emphasizing the tragic aspect.

Finally, Gibson must be credited
for playing a difficult role like
Hamlet, and his interpretation of the
character is, at the very least,
interesting. Zeffirelli (who also coadapted the screenplay) tends to
see Hamlet as insane (something

dies. For those
who wish to
know, Gibson
does a very
good death
scene. Other
Hamlet highlights include the
dialogues with Ophelia ("get thee to
a nunnery) and the "alas, poor
Yorick" soliloquy, both done with a
comedic flair missing from Gibson's

last

two so-called comedies.
Finally, Zeffirelli, as director,
seems to know what he's doing. His
interpretation of the play is veiy
good. It emphasizes the fact that the
characters are isolated in the castle

and surrounded by nothing but
beautiful scenery, which heightens
the insanity factor. Zeffirelli can also
be credited for hightening the
comedic and sexuality factor of
Hamlet (without reaching the
"incest" factor of Olivier's version).
Most other interpretations
emphasize the tragic aspect of
Hamlet, but this can get
unrelentingly tedious, and it's nice
to see a somewhat different angle
on the Hamlet myth. Much of the
violence in the film is implied (one
of the better scenes in the film have
the annoying Rosencrantz and

Guildenstern being taken to get
beheaded, an original and
unforgettable scene). Although
there are some liberties taken with
the original play (in case of
dialogue, not plot), they are for the
better.

Although Hamlet is long (about
two and a half hours) and can get
fairly tedious (especially in the
beginning), anybody who enjoys
Shakespeare will probably enjoy
this production and it is a good
introduction for people unfamiliar
but interested in Shakespeare
{Lethal Weapon fans should think
twice). It's not regular movie fare,
but it's entertaining and a good way
to impress your date.

ARMS AND THE MAN HONORS SHAW IN GRAND STYLE
By CYNTHIA HEANEY
Heights Copy Editor

ARMS AND THE MAN presented
by The University Theatre of Boston
College, by George Bernard Shaiv,
directed by Rev. Denis Moran, SJ.
starring Karin Anglin.
Brian Frawley, George Hahn, and
Michael Towers. At the E. Paul

Robsham Theatre Thursday,
December 6 through Sunday,
December 9.
The University Theatre of Boston
College's presentation of Arms and
the Man was truly an example of
college theatre at its most dynamic.
The acting was superb, the sets
were realistic, and the humor was a
definite success.
Set in Bulgaria in 1885, Arms and
the Man details the end of the war
and the peacetime settlement as it is
experienced by the wealthy family
of Major Paul Petkoff a fictitous
major in the Bulgarian Army.
In the first act, the main female
character, Raina Petkoff, hides a
Swiss mercenary soldier who had
been fighting on the side of the
Serbians and is now trying to
escape the onslaught of the
victorious Bulgarian and Russian
armies. Raina hides him in her
bedroom and then helps him make
an escape the next day. All would
have been well except for the fact
that Bluntschli meets her father.
Major Petkoff, and fiance, Major
Sergius Saranoff, in the peace talks
and eventually the truth of the
escape, and how it was enacted
through Raina and her mother, is
found out. The comedy of the
situation assures that all will be well
in the end and two happy new
couples will emerge.
Raina, a romantic and idealistic
young woman, was given life and
depth through the performance of
Karin Anglin. From her initial
control of the first act to the end in
,

which she succeeds in getting
herself engaged to the Swiss soldier,
she shows humor and a total

command of the role.
The Swiss soldier, Captain
Bluntschli, succeeds in making the
transition from enemy soldier to
valuable aid in the peace-making
process of the Bulgarian Army,
mostly due to his humor and innate
common sense. Playing a very
down-to-earth Captain Bluntschli
was Brian Frawley, who used his
own humor to make his character
the centralizing force of the play,
and a romantic streak that enables
him to win his woman in the end.
Equally funny in his role was
Major Paul Petkoff, played by
George Hahn. His facial expressions
and great sense of comic timing
perfectly developed his role of the
long-suffering husband, who
indulges his wife and daughter in
order to snatch a few peaceful
moments alone in his coveted
library. His ornate costume was
pertinent to his role of important
Bulgarian military leader. Not
appearing until the second act, he
immediately established himself as a
true scene stealer.
The servants in the Petkoff family
were important in showing the
double standards that existed in
Bulgarian society at that time.
Through humor as well as anger,
Louka, played by Kimberly Annick,
and Nicola, played by Corey Willix,
showed the pathos in a doomed
relationship that ends with her
falling in love with Sergious.
The equallly well-acted
supporting role of Catherine
Petkoff, the emotional wife of the
Major, was played by Maggy
Schmelzer. Between bickering with
her husband and establishing a
socially acceptable husband for her
daughter, Maggy exhiibited subtle
humor and played an extremely
believable mother. Making the most
of a limited role as a Russian

officer, Damian Didden played a

classic military soldier doing his
duty and unsuccessfully searching
Raina's bedroom for the Swiss
soldier.
The costumes, especially those of
the army officers, were superb.The
scenery, though not elaborate, was

and a believable backdrop
this comedy set both inside the
house and in the garden of Major
ornate

to

Petkoff. The background music
played before and in between the
three acts, a touch of Director
Moran, set the mood of the play,
hinting at both a love of culture and
classics that the family seemed to
want to exude, as well as a
glorification of battle. This music is
said to have been the inspiration
behind Shaw's writing of Arms and
the Man.

SYMPHONY DEMONSTRATES
GREAT TALENT IN BC DEBUT
CONTINUED FROM P. 23
mash, they blended well ?a
testimonial to the mastery of Ravel's
composition. There was an easy

give-and-take between soloist and
orchestra. Herbert would draw a
delicate and strong melody out of
the piano as the orchestra seemed
to temporarily yield the stage to her
only to take it back after a short
while.
Beethoven's Fifth and it's familiar
strains was familiar to many
present and many feet started
silently tapping in time. This wellknown piece was performed in all
of its four movements. As the
familiar theme was developed and
broadened, the vigor of the
performance held everyone's
attention. The second and fourth
movements showed that the
orchestra was equally capable of
moody Adagio and the bold Allegro
ma non troppo.

The opening piece was Mozart's

Overture to The Magic Flute. Like
so many Mozart pieces, the strings
were the strongest voice of the
orchestra. This partially reflected, as
well, the thirty-five strings that
made up about half of the entire
orchestra. This light and cheery
piece made for a pleasant
beginning of the evening. The
progression from Mozart to Ravel to
Beethoven was not chronological as
it might have been. Instead it
reflected a deepening of the mood
from the light n' lively Mozart to the
strong and dependable Beethoven.
It's surprising that not many people
had heard of this group, because it
has been around since the fall of
1988. But, more than a handful are
aware of the talents of the group, as
was shown on Wednesday when
some people were seated and
standing outside of the room. In
this performance, the BC Symphony
Orchestra showed the great talents
of the students and faculty of the
school.

To my honey bunny and her
roomies in Mod 11A:
Have a merry.
Love, Chester
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A LOOK BACK: HEIGHTS WRITERS CHOOSE
DALEY NAMES JESUS JONES,
THREE LOCALS AS YEARS BEST
By DAVID DALEY
Heights Assistant Review Editor

1. Jesus

Jones/LIQUIDIZER

(SBK Records) A sparkling
hodgepodge of melody, grunge,

samples, intelligent lyrics, and
attitude which defines the future of
new music. There are no
boundaries or constraints, and
nothing is either sacred or uncool.
Blend everything together, stir it up,
and there's Liquidizer, a
mesmerizing album of swirling
color, demented thunder, and new
wave dance riffs.
2. Tribe///£ RE AT THE HOME
(Rutabaga Records) Tribe is
perhaps the best band on the local
circuit today, and their full length
debut shows why. Janet LaValley's
voice flirts with otherworldiness,
while the pulsating double guitar
attack and Terri Barous' keyboards
ground the band firmly in rock and
roll heaven. Check out the writing

and imagery on the album's best
track "Outside," as well as other
standouts "Jakpot," "Rescue Me,"
and "Abort." Be sure to pick up the
CD for four extra songs not on the
cassette.

3. O Positive/TOYBOAT
TOYBOAT TOYBOAT (Epic
Records) O Positive are yet
another Boston band on the brink

of a national breakthrough. Their
major label debut is a thoughtful
and engaging effort full of songs
about both love and politics. They
stomp through uptempo rockers
like the infectious "Back Of My
Mind," "Overflow," and "On To
Something," but perhaps the
record's best song is singer/
songwriter Dave Herlihy's touching
portrait of unrequited love in the
ballad "Holding On To You."
4. Wedding Present/BIZARRO
(RCA) The best of the British postSmiths angst bands take another
CONTINUED ON P.26

RAINGE LOOKS LOCAL FOR YEAR'S

BEST; RANKS '90 COMPILATIONS
By ELISABETH RAINGE
Heights Review Staff

and best of s that they deserve their
own list.
1. OZONE; THE NOISE OF A

1. Think Tree/EIGHTTHIRTEEN (Sine Apple Sap)
Creativity at its best, this band is a
power, their lyrics, sound and
performance are like no other.
2. Hcretix/GODS &
GANGSTERS (Island) Yep, they're
cute and sexy but they can play
too. Highlights: "Insomnia" "My
Head" "Up and Running"
3- Tribe/HERE AT THE HOME
(Rutabaga Records) Janet and
Terry prove that Kristen Hirsh isn't
the only woman in town that can
sing. "Overboard" is already a

classic and "Jakpot" and
"Pinwheels" are headed in that
direction.
4. Jane's Addiction/K/m4Z
DE LO HABITUAL (Warner Bros.)
Some people say it's only second
rate but it's still one of the best
albums this year.
5. Dead Can Dance/ATCW (4
A.D.) Something different and soft
on the ears but it's got a wonderful

complexity and richness.
The lack of significant new
releases by the major artists over
the past year or so has become a
contagious disease. But, there are
so many compilations, re-releases

SUBCULTURE (1.R.5.) Yes, it's a
surfing movie soundtrack. But, it's
got "Twist & Crawl" (English Beat),
"Funky Crimes" (Red Hot Chili
Peppers) and "Standing in the

Shower . . .
Addiction).

Thinking" (Jane's

2. PUMP UP THE VOLUME

Soundtrack (Arista) A rare track
from the Cowboy Junkies, "Wave of
Mutilation" by the Pixies and the
Concrete Blonde single are each
great songs, having them on the
same tape is even better.
3. The Cure/ENTREAT
(Fiction) A promotional copy from
England of the Cure, live at
Wembley in July '89- It's basically
Disintegration live with a searing
version of "Fascination Street."
4. Peter Gabriel/SHAKING
THE TREE All of the best, together
on one album. Hey, it even saves
the Gabriel fan from buying
Youssou N'Dour's album for that

title track.
5. Madonna/r/fE
IMMACULATE COLLECTION
(Sire) It's my only vice. All of the
best dance tracks she's ever put out
and a great tape for the Plex "Get
into the groove ..."

BEST METAL: ALICE IN CHAINS
By

CORMAC CULLEN

1.

Alice

In Chains/FACELIFT

(CBS) Where it's at.

2. Megadeth/RUSTIN PEACE
(Capitol) Dave Mustaine finds his
way back on top.

3. Queensryche/Js7lfP/i?£'
(EMI) Finally getting the
recognition they deserve.

4. Robert Plant/MANIC
NIRVANA (Es Paranza) The
magnificent one returns full force.
5. Mother Love Bone/APPLE
(Polydor) In memory of Andrew
Wood.

6. TesWFIVE MAN
ACOUSTICAL JAM (Geffen) One
of the ever-so-rare live albums

1990's BEST MUSIC

produced for a reason and not just
to squeeze a last buck out of the
faithful fans.
7. The Almighty/flZOOZ), FIRE,
AND LOVE (Polydor) The main
reason Guns-N-Roses stayed in the
studio.
8. Warrior SovA/LAST DECADE,
DEAD CENTURY (Geffen) Some
serious aggression worked out for
your enjoyment.

9. Vaughan Brothers//vLWZT
STYLE (Epic) What does it takes to
get genuine roots acknowledgement
in a commercial

market.

10. This spot reserved for the
ever present metal band

looming

behind the mainstream curtain,
from King's X to Slayer.

PRINCES GRAFFITI BRIDGE WAS RICH WILLIAMS' ALBUM OF THE YEAR

PRINCE, MORRISSEY TOP
WILLIAMS' LIST OF FAVORITES
By RICH WILLIAMS
Heights Review Staff

1. Prince/GRAFFITI BRIDGE
(Paisley Park/Warner Bros)
Leaving his competitors half awestricken and half frustrated, His
Royal Badness unleashed yet
another hot double album that
singlehandedly reinforced Prince's
artistic brilliance. But don't just take
my word for it ?the album's
seventeen tracks speak for
themselves.
2. Morrissey/BONA DRAG
(Sire/Reprise) No one since the
tragic death of Joy Division's lan
Curtis has embraced the state of
melancholy as vividly and as
painfully as Morrissey. Bona Drag
may be fifty minutes of bitching,

gloom, and self-involvement, but it
was at least fifty convincing
minutes of bitching, gloom, and
self- involvement.

3. Deee-Lite/PTO/?Z£> CLIQUE
(Elektra) Hailing from "the global
village in the age of
communication," Deee-Lite

introduced us the art of holographic
house music and polyester.
4. 808 State/90 (Tommy Boy/
ZTT) Happy Mondays and the
Stone Roses may have the upper
hand in the Manchester scene, but
housemasters 808 State still remain
as the hippest Mancunians around.
Skeptics should try playing the jazzy
"Pacific 202" without da^Jng?no
easy task.
5. Public Enemy /FEAR OF A
BLACK PLANET (Def Jam) 1990
may have been the year of
lightweight rap thanks to MC
Hammer and Vanilla Ice, but Public
Enemy nonetheless released yet
another angry, provocative and

thought-provoking effort that, like
its predecessors, is a milestone in
CONTINUED ON P. 26

ROLDAN SAYS DEAD CAN
DANCE, JESUS JONES, 90'S BEST
By REY ROLDAN
Heights Review Staff

1 Dead Can Dance/AION
(4AD) For the last five years, this
Classical yet Gregorian, Baroque yet

Renaissance, Gothic yet
Celebrational duo from 4AD have
held a highly active place in my

collection. "Mesmerizing and
ethereal" they are often cliched as,
but they're more than that. They
transplant you into a past you never
knew, of great painters, wackedout rulers, bizarre barbarians. "As
the Bell Rings the Maypole Spins" is
definitely the most incredibly
composed piece of Medieval music
anyone has ever tried to compose
in this century. You'll never hear
them on Top 40 stations, but give
them a single listen and your
appreciation of truly modern music
will expand into different
dimensions and time.
2. Jesus Jones/LIQUIDIZER
(SBK Records) Even cranking this
album to ten is never enough. This
album has the sonic impact of a
nuclear bomb, the energy of a
hummingbird on crack, and an
uncanny ability to attack your body
with an incredibly danceable beat
without drowning you in pounds of

cheese or big hair. Regardless of
David's insistance of this being
number one, if a tie could be
stated, this would also be number
one. Sorry Jesus, the Dead have
taken dominion.

3 Heretix/GOZ>SA/VD
GANGSTERS (Island Records) An
intense album by my favorite
Boston band. Who else could
surpass an unsurpassable song like
"Mad Donna" from their debut AD.
with three more unsurpassable
songs like "Simple Wish," "Heart
Attack," and "My Head"? How did
the listening public pass this up?
Why hasn't this album gone
platinum? What do those
cheeseballs from Dorchester have
that Heretix doesn't? Is it all a
question of mousse?
4. The Connells/OME SIMPLE
WORD (TVT Records) A great
album by any other name is, by
comparison, comparable to a typical
Connells album. Have the Connells
ever released even a lame song,
you ask? Hell no. Even their singles
like "Stone Cold Yesterday" have
the continuable listening quality like
Beethoven, Bach, or other people
of similar genius. Unlike most
bands whose debut is their
CONTINUED ON P. 26
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step forward on their first record to
be released in the United States.
Instead of the short Smiths-like pop
bursts that populated their early
singles or their great George Best
record, Bizatro is patterned more

outfit destined to hit the big time,
not just because of their sound but
for their thought provoking lyrics.
"You'd never think that in your
lover's kiss/That all that grace could
be artifice," sings Peter Moore in the
opening track "The Lovers." Be
sure to get the CD for the great
bonus live song "The Word."
6. Lloyd Cole/LLOYD COLE
(Capitol) After the release of the
disappointing Mainstream album
and the breakup of the
Commotions, Lloyd Cole got
depressed, moved to New York,
and wrote it all down. The result is
one of the best album's of the
year?expressive, melancholic, and
funny all at the same time.

after the Velvet Underground and
The Fall. Songs like "Take Me!" and
"Bewitched" stretch into seven or
eight minutes of glorious frenzy and
repetition. Their song titles are
often just as good as the songs too,
such as "What Have I Said Now?,"
"Don't Talk, Just Kiss," and "No."

5. Think Tree/EIGHTTHIRTEEN (SineAppleSap
Records) Captivating industrial

synth pop from another Boston

FEW

WHAT SHOULD HAVE BEEN '90:
"DISAPPOINTEDPEOL."A
By DAVID DALEY and REY ROLDAN

WRITING, ANDARITHMETIC
(GelSen) Simply a textbook
example of how to make an
"alternative" record in these days of
corporate control. Music to clean
your apartment to. Or the toilets.
8. Happy Mondays/PJZZS,
THRILLS, W BELLYACHES
(Elektra) This instant nostalgia
thing is getting to be ridiculous. Just
when I thought it was safe to go to
a party and not hear "The Safety
Dance," Happy Mondays put out an

1. The Pixtes/BOSSANOVA

earth-shattering
excellence of Come On Piigtirn,
Surfer Rosa, Dooiittibi and Kirn
Deal's Breeders sideproject,
Bossanova should have been the
Pixies best alburn yet. Instead, it
sounds boring and contrived?no
slicing up eyeballs here, just weird
aliens with weirder names.
2. The Cxsre/MIXED UP
(Elektra) The Cure, R.I.P. 19771990.
(Elektra) After tile

ai>um that brings to mind those
glorious days of last semester.

"*

3. Jane's AMfction/RITUAL DE Remember the time you first heard

LO HABITUAL (Warner Bros.)
Nothing shocking here, just an
average release from a band who
we thought were blazing a

7. The Rzve-ups/CHANCE (Epic

Records) The Rave-ups don't take
too many chances on this record,
the album is just named for lead
singer Jimmer Podrasky's newborn
son. They just do what they do
best, hook-laden guitar pop with
equal parts of Dylan, Nashville, and
the garage. The song "The Best I
Can't" is an unrestrained guitar
romp with barbed lyrics, "She Says
Come Around" a sunny burst of

bright harmonies, and "Hamlet
Meets John Doe" is one of the most
infectious songs of the year.
8. That Petrol Emotion/
CHEMICRAZY(Virgin) Their best
manic pop thrill yet. The Petrols

bounced back from the lame End of
the Millenium Psychosis Blues
record with an effort containing the
melodic sensibility of "Sensitize,"
"Hey Venus," and "Another Day."
9. Angelo Badalamenti/
SOUNDTRACK FROM TWIN

LIVING COLOUR

!

FATMAN," and Mark Stewart/
METATRON

INSPIRALS, TRIBE, ROUND OFF
ROLDANS YEARroyalEND
REVIEW
king penguins hailing the
CONTINUED FROM P. 25

masterpiece, One Simple Word is
just another masterpiece to go
along with their other three.
5. Public Enemyl FEAR OF A
BLACK PLANET (Def Jam) Why,
you ask? Well, primarily because.
Secondly, I don't know. This album
changed my opinion of rap from
annoying jumble of rhymes to a
powerful appreciation of anger,
energy, and passion. Chuck D. has

"Fool's Gold"? How about the time
One I
youfirst heard
Know" on FNX and thought it was
the vocal force of a mack truck on a
"Step On"? This Manchester thang is rampage. This album makes me
revolutionary trail. Been caught
old and tired.
want to gather all racists together
listening to the whole albuj%-pnee
9*AjehecCamera/SfXdT (Sire) f and slap them silly.
4. Depeche Mode/VIOLATQR ;
buiamer, ?because 6. Beautiful South/WELCOME
(Sire/Warner) Enjoy the silence.
Framed
last
effort
sucked
Roddf:
TO THE BEAUTIFUL SOUTH
Turn it off.
too. Stray isn't quite as bad as
(Elektra) I once feared a
5. Morrlssey/BOAtt DRAG
Love?how could it be ?but it still
Housemartin-less future, but alas,
(Sire/Warner) Stephen Patrick
shows a Camera underdeveloped.
they live on with a new name and a
Morrissey, R.I.P. 1982-1989.
10. Bob MouWBLACK SHEETS
new-found sense of black humor.
6. Sinead O'Connor// DO NOT OERAIN (Virgin) Someday Bob
7. Tribe/HERE AT THE HOME
WANT WHAT I HAVEN'T GOT
Mould will make the perfect album, (Rutabaga Records) Janet
(Chrysalis) In which case, would
and this is half of it. Still, best not
La Valley's voice hits you like a
anybody like my copy?
move your finger far from the fastglacier and sends shivers down
7. The Sxmdnys/READING,
forwaM button.
your spine while the music keeps
you in a blissful trance, like being
SHAKE ORPHEUM
frozen on an iceburg surrounded by
"Amazing
Grace"
and
the
standard
CONTINUED FROM P. 25
Clash's "Should I Stay Or Should I
through their songs. Take, for
Go," and though it sounds strange,
example, "Elvis Is Dead," on Time's
the combination made sense. "The
Up. Reid says that the King of Rock
CONTINUED FROM P. 25
and Roll came to him one night in a best part of playing live is often a
Reid.
"It
happens
thing,"
says
him
rare
begged
rap
dream and
to tell
music. Power to 'em.
when everything is in place, and it
6. Depeche Mode/VIOLATOR
everyone that it wasn't he who was
at the 7-11. While this is song is
almost seems as if the music is
(Sire/Mute/Reprise) Though
playing me."
Depeche Mode's following has
immediately funny, it also raises
may
may
or
questions about media exploitation
Orpheum
The
show
extended from moody, black-clad
and the real founders of rock."
not have been one the band's best
young adults to teenyboppers who
moments,
certainly
but it
seemed as won't settle for the New Kids,
The band's sense of humor
if they were enjoying themselves.
showed through in the press
Violator shined beautifully on the
picked
After a slow start, the band
strength of David Gahan's dramatic
conference as well. "Danny Glover
up the pace with "Funny Vibe,"
is not my father," insisted vocalist
moan and Martin Gore's dark yet
which started off with a reggae-style articulate songwriting on tracks
Corey Glover, trying to put an end
introduction. The intensity of the
to one of the rumors which has
such as "Personal Jesus" and "World
crowd seemed to peak when Reid
followed the band since the start.
in My Eyes." One of their finest yet.
played the first few bars to "Cult Of
Asked if there were any new
7. Soul n Soul/1990?A NEW
Personality." The audience gobbled
rumors the media could help start,
DECADE (Virgin) Soul II Soul's
up the guitarist's solos as if they
Vernon Reid paused for a moment.
latest disc disappointed and fulfilled
were fresh-baked cookies. Bassist
"Does Axl Rose have a sister," he
simultaneously: though it was
Muzz Skillings was particularly
asks, referring to Rose's outbursts
disheartening to learn that Caron
good,
bounding from one side of
last spring in conjunction with the
Wheeler 's exquisite voice is
In
the
to
the
other
as
he
laid
stage
song
infamous
"One
A Million."
nowhere to be found on this
One thing about Living Colour
down some propulsive grooves that record, frontman and conceptualist
kept the audience on their feet. At
that is particularly striking is their
Jazzie B, along with a slew of other
certain points, it even seemed as if
ability to merge many styles of
vocalists, delivered well on tracks
was
to
collapse
balcony
going
one
the
music into
coherent package.
such as the infectious "Get A Life,"
under the weight of the crowd's
Many bands have tried to do this
one of this year's best singles.
enthusiasm. All in all, it was a fine
before, but seldom does any band
8. Skinny Puppy/roO DARK
performance that showcased the
do it as well. Their live show
PARK (Capitol) Without the
both
talents
of
the
band.
gospel
included covers of
the
release of a new album from
\

PEAKS (Warner Bros.) The
brilliant and mysterious soundtrack
to the brilliant and mysterious show
that has redefined the boundaries of
television and turned me into a
hermit on Saturday nights. Please,
ABC, move Twin Peaks to Mondays
or something so I can have my
social life back. (Or Santa, if you're
reading this, you could always put a
VCR under the tree). Doughnuts or
a damn fine cup of coffee, anyone?
10. ConsoUdated/THE MYTH
OF ROCK (IRS/Nettwerk) Pulling
no punches and tellin' it like it is,
Consolidated take on the structure
of both the music industry and
contemporary society, attacking
sexism, racism, and MTV.
Honorable mentions: Psychic
TV/ TOWARD THEE INFINITE BEAT,
Pylon/ CHAIN, Carter the
Unstoppable Sex Machine/"SHERIFF

coming of the dawn.
8. Inspiral Carpets/COOZ ,45
****/ (Cow Records) What can I
say that the title doesn't?

9 Railway
PLACE (Virgin Records) A guilty
pleasure. Call me a hypocrite, but I
love this record, regardless of its
lame lyrics. If other bands could
write melodies like "Collide" or
"Native Place", people like MC
Hammer and Vanilla Ice would be
out of business. Who said great
music has to make you think,
anyway?
10. The Czvedogs/JOYRIDES
FOR SHUT-INS (Enigma) Sorry
Morrissey, the Cavedogs have taken
over your annual spot in my
personal top ten. The Cavedogs'
album, a large margin (say, a light
year perhaps?) blows away anything
off of Bona Drag. If Marr-less
Morrissey could even dream of
writing a song like "Leave Me
Alone" or "Tater Country", then
maybe he can redeem himself. Until

then, keep dreaming, Rich.

HOUSE, INDUSTRIAL BANDS
POLISH OFF WILLIAMS' LIST
Ministry, it seemed as if industrial
music took a back seat during
1990?until, of course, this album
came along. Too Dark Park may
not be as good as 1989's hell-driven
Rabies, but it was still nevertheless
a frightening, nerve-rattling and
daring trip courtesy of these
Canadian sonic anarchists.
9. Nitzer Ebh/SHOWTIME
(Geffen/Mute) Another great

joyride through the realm of
industrial music. Alternative freaks
devoured this album as if it were
White Mountain ice cream, and
given such hard-hitting grooves like
"Fun to Be Had," it's easy to
understand why.
10. Gotta Have House-Best of
House Music Volume 3 (Profile)
This compilation is the third
installment of a series documenting
the most happening trend in dance
music. Featuring club anthems by
Adeva, Inner City, and A Guy
Called Gerald, Gotta Have House is,
like its previous volumes, an

essential collection club-goers
should grab hold.
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HELP WANTED

now! Call Student Travel Service.

WAKE N' BAKE!! Quality
vacations to exotic destinations
for spring break in Jamaica/
Cancun/Margarita Island starting

1-800-265-1799.
Room Available?Room (and
board) in exchange for 20 hrs of
babysitting per week. 2 boys, 3
and I?right near Cleveland

ats4s9.oo.Organizegrouptravel
free!! Book early and save $30.00.

Call

1-800-426-7710!

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY!
ASSEMBLE PRODUCTS AT
HOME.
CALL FOR INFORMATION.
504-641-8003, ext. 9680
Hot nights, cool drinks, reggae

music, sandy beaches and you!
Affordable spring break trips to
Florida, Jamaicaand Cancun. Call
at 787-5218 for details.
Campus Marketing Representatives Needed Earn free trip and
big $$$ by selling Cancun,
Mexico, Nassau, Bahamas, and
Jamaica. For more information
call toll free at 800-283-8767.
Wanted: Men's Varsity Lacrosse
team looking for volunteer
scorekeepers, time keepers and
PA announcers. Must be
responsible, some travel required.
If interested call Damon at 5588310.

Need Money? Ground floor
opportunity with oneof the fastest
growing companies in America
today. Very high income potential
for motivated individuals.
Women do quite well in this
program! Call 332-5778, 24
hours.
Money!!! Money!!! 20K+/yr. Fun,
part-time. We will pay for
training. Rent & sell real estate in
your free time. Call Farrington
Reality 232-6020
SPRING BREAK in Cancun or
Bahamas from $299.00! Includes
roundtrip air, 7 nights hotel,
cruise, beach parties, free lunch
and much more! Organize a small
group?earn a free trip plus
commissions. Call 1-800-BEACH
[J for more information.
WANTED: ENTHUSIASTIC
INDIVIDUAL

or

,

Circle?277-3063.
Outgoing, energetic rental agent

needed for real estate office
specializing in BC student rentals.
R.E. sales license & car required.
High earning potential! Call us
for more information or stop by
our office. The Next Move Realty,
27A Comm. Ave. (near White
Mountain Creamery). 527-6655.
ASSEMBLERS: Excellent income
to assemble products from your
home. 504-646-1700 DEPT.
P6579.
GOOD KIDS/GOOD PAY?
Babysitter wanted for Wednesday
afternoons starting mid-January.
Call Sharm at 964-3113.
CHILDCARE? January tojune, 2
lovely school-age children (5 &
8). Tuesday 12:45; plus one other
afternoon. Flexible hours. Call
969-2491.
CHILD CARE:
I

afternoons for 2 boys, 3yrs and 6
mosold. Brookline, near T. More
hours avail. Refs. Call Chris,
Annie: 734-9747.
Play with our 5 and 7 year olds

beginning January, Tues. and

Thurs., 4-6:30 p.m. Walk/drive

from Newton Campus. Call Suzi
965-3905. Non-smokerFree Spring Break vacation in
Cancun! College tours, the
nations largest and most
successful spring break tour
operator needs enthuastic
campus representatives. Earn a
free trip and cash. Nothing tobuy
-weprovide everything you need.
Call Bob @ 1-800-395-4896.
SERVICES

"OVERSEAS JOBS. $900-$2OOO
mo. summer, year round. All

countries, all fields. Free info.
Write IJC, PO Box 52-MAO6.
DATA PROCESSING SERVICE
close to campus. Word
processing, desktop publishing,
many popular software packages.
Competitive rates, call 61 7-787-

Reasonable rates, friendly
teacher. Flexible hours. Call Jay
558-8899.
All Natural Hair, Skin, &
Nutritional Products. Make great
gifts. Call for a free facial. 9690654?Lisa.
RECORDING CLASS? Dazzled
by the bright lights of the studio?
Learn how the pros make your
favorite artists sound so good.
For info and class times, call
Stephen 782-3367.
MUSIC LESSONS? Private
lessons for voice, guitar, and bass.
All styles, all levels. Relaxed and
experienced music pro, Berklee
graduate. Beginners welcome.
On the Green line. Call Stephen
782-3367.
Resumes Typeset $20-25.
Varioustypestylesavailable. Fast
service. Compare our typesetting
prices to printers. Call J&C
Typesetting & Design in Brookline
731-5238.

female spaces available. $300 a

APARTMENTS/ROOMMATES

bedroom
apartment
including: pool, wall to wall
carpeting, laundry facilities
within buildinß, fully pre-

ROOMMATES WANTED!! For
second semester sublet (available
through summer if desired) 3

7419.

Sit Monday

Guitar Lessons for Beginners.

month includes heat and hot
H2O, dishwasher, washer and
dryer in building. Great location-1 705 Comm. Ave. T & BC bus
stop across street- Beautiful
apartment, fully furnished,
parking, large, spacious rooms, 1
anl/2 bath, fully equipped
kitchen. Call 254-2090.

Need a place

to

...

Sublet-January to May/August
two

We'd like to
compliment you
on your choice.
|

student

organization to promote Spring
Breakdestinationsfor 1991. Earn
commissions, free trips and
valuable work experience.Apply

Scholarships,
Fellowships, Grants.
Ed's Services
Box 3006
Boston, MA 02130

IB&S
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Campus Vacations seeks

enthusiastic, responsible

student to market Spring Break
vacations to Mexico, Jamaica,
Bahamas & Florida

I

|k

jg£k

Call Hilarie at:
CAMPUS VACATIONS
(617)566-2589

Stf/T wow ow sefetf color Macintosh systems.
|

HOME Jt
FOR THE AjK.
HOLIDAYS?

We can sell you
plane & Amtrak tickets home.
We have the lowest fares available.

Now through January 5,1991, take advantage of special savings when you
buy a Macintosh* Ilsi, Macintosh Ed, or Macintosh nix computer and an AppleColor?
High-Resolution RGB Monitor.*
Whether you choose the new Macintosh Ilsi, Apple'slatest powerful, affordable
system. Or the Macintosh M, known for its high performance and expandability. Or the
rriaximum-performance Macintosh life, with its virtually unlimited expandability. You'll
be getting a system oflasting value. Not to mention special savings when you buy your
system with the AppleColor High-Resolution RGB Monitor.
Hurry in today for a closer look at these Macintosh II systems. You'll praise their
value, and we'D compliment you on your choice with special savings. No matter
which system you choose.
For further information, visit
the BC Computer Store
Gasson Hall Room 15
or call 552-8563
Monday through Friday 10:00 am 4:00 pm
-

C1990Apple Computer, he

live? Spacious

single for female 101/2 x 111/2
carpeted bedroom with bureau,
desk, closet in huge house.
Parking. $316.66 a month.
Beautiful location, walking
distance from bus stop and T.
Call Jen, 782-5776.
Hey you, out there on your own
we can help you!! The place
to live next semester is 132
Chiswick. Not just a cheezy apt.
but a home. Newly remodeled,
parking space, cool guys. Call
Eve. 787-9454.

*Offer good October 15,1990 through January 5,1991. Offer void where prohfcited by law.
Apple, Hie Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc AppleColor is a trademark of Apple Computer, he.

*

\u25a0
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furnished, modern kitchen with
dishwasher, touch tone lights!
Seconds from BC bus, T, and
Chansky's. $290 neg. call Dave
734-6293.
FREE ROOM AND BOARD in
exchange for 15-20 hours per
week ofbabysitting or household
chores in private homes close to
school. Call now for SECOND
SEMESTER placement. Student
Housing Exchange. 277-6420.
SUBLET Going abroad Jan. to
May. 138 Sutherland Rd, 4 great
roommates, $300/mnth, perfect,
safe location by Chansky's bus
and T. Call Lisa 731-3111 leave
-

messafie.

Roommate

Wanted?2nd

Semester. Have your own
bedroom in apartment with 3 BC

males. Modern kitchen and
bathroom in nice building. Great
location, next to BC busstop and
Green line T. Call Greg at 5620039
SUBLET?Single Room Available
?Large furnished apartment, low
rent. Parking available. At
Cleveland Circle; B,C,D, lines
and BC Busstop. Call Liz, 5669349.

SUBLET: January-May or August.
Large and clean apartment; safe
and convenient location at 138
Sutherland Rd.; fun, friendly, and
considerate roommates. Rent:
$250 negotiable. Call Kim at 7341986
Female Roommate Needed?for
Cleveland Circle apartment
sublet-only $275 per month
(Negotiable), starting Jan. 1 with
option for summer sublet. Great
neat
Nice,
roommates.
apartment. Call lanet 566-9728.
SUBLET AVAILABLE January
May. 1711 Comm. Ave., across
from Chansky's. Rent negotiable.
?

Call

782-1230.
3 Female roommates

wanted!!

Great location (1705 Comm Ave),
right across the street from T and
BC Bus. Fully furnished, spacious
living conditions, parking
available, washer and dryer in
building, dishwasher, all for a
reasonable price. Call Ellen at
254-2090
WANTED, female roommate to
share Comm Ave apartment with
BC students. $280 month. Call
508-668-4224 or 508-668-3556

?non-smoker.

Walk

to

BC/T- Towne Estates

spacious, sunny 3BR, 2BA. 2nd
FLR. Includes heat, cable, AC,
pool, 2pkg, security. $1,250/ Best
Offer. Avail 1/1/91. Call Lynne
446-5349 days, 787-4915 eves
Sublet?Jan-August. Room in 4
bedroom apartment in house off
of Sutherland. Sunny room w/
walkin closet. All efficiencies,
parking close to bus and all T's.
Rent regotiable. Call Caragh 731

-

9009.

'

Avail 9/91 steps to
main campus, student houses on
NEWTON

-

Crosby Rd. and Algonquin Rd.

For groups of 6, 7 or 8 pkg. $325$335 731-5364.
Now is the time to get your choice
of the best apartments, closest to

school! Houses, condos, all sizes
&
price ranges. We put
compatible groups together too!
We specialize in student rentals
and coverall areas: UpperComm.
Ave, Cleveland Circle, houses
steps from Main Campus, on &
off Lake St., Chiswick Road, Foster
St., you name it, chances are we
have it. Call us for more
information. We're located across
from Main Campus two doors
-

SUBLET ?January-

August.
Female roommate wanted to
share a room in a two bedroom
apt. Located on Comm. Ave.;
within walking distance of
campus; near BC bus stop ant T;
$332/month; non-smoking apt.
Call Laura, Katie, or jenn at 787-

away from the White Mountain
Creamery 27A Comm. Ave. The
Next Move Realty 527-6655.
BEAT THE RUSH...CaII now to
discuss our June and September
listings. Walk to campus or ride
-

the shuttle from our apartments
or houses. Average prices range
from $300-$4OO per person. BAY
REALTY GROUP 782-6666.

0278.

ROOMMATE
REFERRAL
SERVICE. Let our computers
screen for you. Regular fee $40.
Free fora limited timeforstudents
who need a place to live. Special
DISCOUNTS WITH THIS AD.
BAY REALTY GROUP, 183
Harvard Ave, 782-6666.
3 Female Roommates needed for
2nd semester. (Jan.-May, option
to rent throughout summer). 6
Selkirk Rd.: Great location,
apartment?Off
beautiful
Sutherland, one block from
Chansky busstop?Short walk to
Cleveland Circle, B & C T stops
?Fully furnished, 3 bedrooms
?Two full baths, brand new
kitchen, washer & dryer?Free
parking in front of house. If
interested, call Christine at 2320466.

I

1

SUBLET: Jaunuary-May/August.
1661 Comm Ave.LARGESINCLE
ROOMS?Beautiful apartment,
fully furnished, parking, laundry
facilities, dishwasher...Safe
location by Chansky's bus and T.
Rent negotiable. Call 782-3989.
WHY RENT? Homes for $1.00,
Repos. Gov't give away
programs! For information, call
504-649-0670, Ext. R-9680.
Two bedroom apartment in
Chestnut Hill. 2 free parking
spaces, A/C, laundry facilities in
building. $925/mnth includes
heat and hot water. If interested

call

469-5560.

2nd Semester Sublet ?Apt. on
Comm. Ave; walking distance to
campus;very clean and spacious;
great roommates; very,very

cheap Call 789-4246.
Female roommate wanted by
freshman girls. Crosby Road. Five
minute walk to classes. $390/
mo. plus utilities. Call Carol, 617899-6032.

Break!
\Dorit be left in the cold-

Brookline family near offers
room and board in exchange for
10 hours after school childcare,
etc. 738-6674, evenings and
weekends.
Roommate needed for second
semester. Apt is in good condition
and location rent is cheap. Call
-

566-0105.
FREE ROOM AND BOARD in

exchange for childcare. Flexible
afternoon/evening hours. Close
to campus, beginning
spring
Natasha Salvo
semester.
Mornings: 868-2800 Afternoon/

Fvenine: 964-8882.
ROOMMATE NEEDED SECOND
SEMESTER. Single room in
spacious apartment for rent from
January August (or May). $300
per month Call 562-0136.
-

Buy an IBM PS/2 and not only do you get a great
deal on a great computer, but if you buy before
December 31,1990 you can also go on Spring Break

BOOK NOW
FOR THE
HOLIDAYS!
from

Montreal

$94

LAX/SFO/5EA....5298
Colorado Springs. $298
$238
Chicago
$43t
London
$398
Amsterdam
$398
Brussels
$749
Tokyo
$819
Taipei
Bangkok
$999
$1,209
Sydney

That's right students, when you buy a PS/2
before December 31st, you'll get a coupon for $149
round-trip airfare on TWA and a coupon for a
PRODIGY membership and a Hayes modem for $99!
Hurry, go to the Boston College Computer Store in
Lower Gasson Hall and make a sound investment in
your future with an IBM PS/2 and while you're at it,
get this great deal on airfare too!

?Fares are subject to change.
?ID cards issued on the spot.
Eurail and Britrail passes
issued on the spot.
?

BOSTON

P266-6014 ilSwSro

apply
?$149 off-peak, $249 peak, certain black-out dales and other restrictions
IBM Corporation
PS/2 is a registered

trademark«f

This document was created

Mt KM PS/2 using Arts k Letters running under Microsoft Windows 10

CAMBRIDGE

i
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TRAVEL/SPRING BREAK
Boston College Ski Club

Killington: January 6-11, $285.
Breckenridge: March 4-11,
$699.
Bahamas: Spring Break, $509709.

Barbados: Spring Break, $569659.
DEPOSITS DUE SOON!
Call: 558-9297 or 558-91 74
SPRING BREAK from Moguls
Ski & Sun Tours.
Cancun $549-$629

Jamaica $549

Panama Citv Beach $139
COMPARE what you get for the
$$$! Call "H" 558-9236.

Found: Man's watch in Conte
Forum, student section, after the
hockey game vs. BU., on Nov.
11. Please call 558-8462.
LOST: Blue "Spiral Note"
notebook for Horizons & New
Social Science class. Has a
Garfield sticker on the cover.
Please call Santi 558-5851 if
found.
PERSONALS
DATE DIAMOND.
FUN,
FRIENDS, ROMANCE
Men: Call 1-976-2211 .99/min
Women: CalM-976-2233 .69/
min
Alternate Lifestyles: 1-976-7676

FOR SAI F
BEER SIGNS

NEON
AND
BASEBALLCARDS. Cheap prices,
top quality. Call J.P. at 558-9353
or 698-0098.

AIRLINE TICKET? Boston to St.
Louis, December 22. PRICE
NEGOTIABLE. Call Barbara at
558-9027.
FOR SALE: NEW Head Skis.

.

Length 180. With Tyrolia. 470
bindings. $150. Call Heather

x 9136.

Barbados $619-$649
Bahamas $559-$609

LOST AND FOUND

.

.99/min

Man-to-Man: 1-976-2626 .99/

min
Women place ads?no fee 617621-1727
Novena to St. Jude

0 Holy St. Jude, apostle and
martyr great in virtue and rich in
miracles, near kinsman of Jesus
Christ/faithful intercessor of all
who invoke your special
patronage in time of need, to you
1 have recourse from the depth of
my heart and humbly beg to
whom God has given such great
power to come to my assistance.
Help me in my present urgent

petition. In return I promise to
make your name known and
cause you to invoked. Say three

Hail Mary's Our Father's and
Gloria's. Publication must be

promised. St. Jude pray for us all
who invoke your aid, Amen. This
Novena has never been known
to fail. It must be said for 9
consecutive days.

S.A.S.?Total talent!! Merry
Christmas. You're awesome.
-ove, j

WALDE:
Your last ad from the Associate Editor! Love you! A
-
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At Morgan, you can build a system,
a network, and a career.
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December 10,1990 THE HEIGHTS
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Pterry Christmas.
Dear Fellow Students,

I, as well as the UGBC Senate, would like to thank and congratulate the student body
for electing by majority vote the 1990 UGBC Constitution. The constitution revision is a
perfect example of how the executive, legislative, ODSD, and the election committee can
work together in a cooperative effort to advance and define the services and regulations of
the undergraduate student government. The election code was also approved with the
constitution, thereby scheduling, defining, and preparing for elections in the spring (if we
can get past finals in the fall).
Another function of your UGBC Senate is to pass legislation in order to benefit
students' needs. Bills including the Environmental Act, Senate Reform Bill, and Voter
Information Bill have come before the Senate in the past weeks. This legislation voices the
issues and concerns of the Boston College student body to the government. If you would like
any information on these or any legislation, please feel free to stop by McElroy 120.
On behalf of the UGBC Senate and myself, we would like to wish you good luck on
finals, and a safe and peaceful holiday vacation!
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Sincerely,

T.J. Martinez, UGBC Senate Chair

The Best Events
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UafiC!!!!!

AHANA Affairs

The Ist Annual AHANA Formal
/

I

1
\

\

The Marriot Long Wharf Hotel
9pm

/

2am

$25.00 per person
$40.00 per couple
Buffet Dinner! Cash Bar! Music!
Tickets on Sale NOW in the McElroy Ticket Booth

of Fall 1990

I
I

I

Tuesday, December 11, 1990
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Eagle's eye of Boston Col ege
Call the Music department at
552-4843.

Monday
10:00 am-4:30 pm

10 Tuesday

Christmas Bazaar and
Vending Fair. McElroy
Lobby. Leather wallets and
handbags, hair pieces,
cosmetics, jewelry, clothing,
African and Carribean art,
and more. Contact ODSD at
552-3480.
12:00 pm 1:00 pm
Peace Vigil. O'Neill Plaza.
The Coalition for Peace will
gather on the steps of
O'Neill in a peaceful
demonstration against war
in Iraq. Call Kerry Byrne at
-

471-3526.
4:00 pm

December 10,1990 THE HEIGHTS

ADVERTISEMENT

-

5:00 pm

Meditation Group. Roberts
House. Quiet meditation.
This shared, mostly
wordless time helps us to
rediscover a sense of inner
peace, clarity and patience
in daily life. Contact Eleanor
MacLellan at 552-3475.
Meets every week.
6:00 pm- 10:00 pm

Auditions. Robsham
Theater. Auditions for The
Boys Next Door, Who's
Afraid of VirßJnia Woolf?,
and Rainmaker. 2 minute
monologues preferred.
6:00 pm

Stylus Meetings. McElroy
127. Stylus meets every
Monday. Meetings are open
to all undergrads. Stylus is
now accepting submissions
of fiction, poetry, painting,
and photography for the
Winter Issue. Call Courtney
Brower at 552-3506.
7:00 pm

Benefit for the Children of
Romania. Higgins 304.
Book sale of Florscu and
McNally's new book on
Romania, Dracula, Prince of
Many Faces. Signed copies
donated to the Free
Romania Foundation. Call
552-3805. Sponsored by the
Central European Center
and the History
Department.
8:00 pm

Winter Concert. Gasson
100. Featuring the BC
Chamber Orchestra,
Chamber Music Society,
Flute Choir, and Madrigal
Singers. Free admission.

"11
10:00 am-4:30 pm
Christmas Bazaar and
Vending Fair. See Monday.

4:30 pm 6:30 pm
Intermediate Ballet. Bonn
Studio Theater. A free ballet
class open to anyone with
basic skills in ballet. Taught
by Margot Parsons. Call
Bunny Doyle at 552-4609.
Meets weekly.
-

6:00 pm

-

7:15 pm

Dealing with Grief During
the Holidays. St. Joseph's
Chapel. Part of the series of
support groups for those
coping with the death of a
loved one. Sponsored by the
Chaplaincy. Contact Kerry
Maloney at 552-3475.
6:30 pm

Salt and Light Company
Meeting. St. Joseph's
Chapel. Call Greg Zlevor at
552-3475.

Call 552-8566 for available
times.
12:00 pm- 1:30 pm
Jazz Class. Bonn Studio
Theater. An intermediate

level class using modern
and jazz techniques as well
as contemporary dance
expression. Taught by Jamie
Huggins. Contact Bunny
Doyle at 552-4609. Meets
weekly.
3:00 pm
JYA Visiting Representative.
Gasson 112. Dr. West from
Mansfield College will be
available to meet students
interested in studying at
Oxford next year. Call Jeff
Flagg at 552-3830.
3:00 pm

Hilaire Belloc: History from
a Catholic Perspective.
Murray House. C.J. Doyle of
the Massachusetts chapter of
the Catholic League of Civil
Rights Defense will address
the question of whether
history admits of a Catholic
interpretation. There will be
a $3 dinner at 6:45 pm. Call
Christopher at (508)4435297.
Ist Annual AHANA Formal.

Long Wharf Marriot Hotel.
Come join us for a night of
fun. Cash bar and free food.
Sponsored by UGBC
AHANA Affairs. Call Tanha
at 558-9187.

Wednesday

6:00 pm
Music Ministry Workshop.
Lyons 408. Contact Laetitia
Blain at 552-3475.

Study Day: No Classes.
8:00 am -2:00 am

Getting Up to Speed on the
Macintosh. O'Neill
Computing Facility. Tutorial
sessions held frequently.
Facility and staff cover Intro,
to Mac, Microsoft Word,
Write Now, MacWrite 11,
MacPaint, Microsoft Excel
and Formatting a Resume.

-

4:00 pm
Festival of Friendship
Directors' Meeting.
McElroy 233. For those
interested in directorship of
the Festival of Friendship
next semester should attend
this information meeting
and selection process. Call
Colleen McDonald at 731
-

and Religious Thinker."
Sponsored by the Theology
and Political Science
Departments. Call Ernest
Fortin at 552-3880.
6:30 pm

8:30 pm
Intervarsity Christian
Fellowship. Murray
Conference Room, McElroy
208. Join us for an
interdenominational
Christian fellowship time of
singing, prayer, and sharing.
Held every Friday.
-

Sponsored by Intervarsity
Boston College. Call Dave at
558-9302 or Jen at 5588997.

2565.
5:00 pm

-

6:30 pm

Jazz Class. Bonn Studio
Theater. A free opportunity
to have fun, express yourself
and get a terrific workout in
the process. Taught by Janet
Hardman. Call Bunny
Doyle at 552-4609. Meets
weekly.
5:30 pm 7:30 pm
Spaghetti Dinner. Murray
House. All you can eat
pasta, salad, bread, soda,
and dessert for only $2.
Contact Sofia, John, or
Louise at 552-8460. Held
every week.
-

CLUB
OFFICERS:
Pick up

mail
daily in ODSD.
your

McElroy 141.
Due to limited

space, mail
cannot be held

for more than one
ireek.

4:00 pm

Russian Theatrical
Performance. Bonn Studio,
Robsham Theater.
Performance of short scenes
from Russian plays
performed by the students in
Slavic 121, directed by
Marina Chernyak. Free
admission. Call Michael
Connolly at 552-3911.
6:30 pm

UGBC Senate Meeting.
Gasson 206. Weekly
scheduled meeting to be
announced to the public.
Call Tina at 783-8040.
7:00 pm

12

4:00 pm

Annual Messiah Sing.
Gasson 100. Favorite
choruses and selected solos
sung by the BC community
accompanied by the
Symphony Orchestra. Alums
and neighbors welcome.
Call Music Department at
552-4843.
4:00 pm

7:30 pm

-

Bonn Theater Arts Center.
Open to all with basic ballet
training who desire to
develop their barre and
centre work. Taught by
Margot Parsons. Call Bunny
Doyle at 552-4609. Meets
weekly.

-

Chess Club. Gasson 209.
Open to all students
whether you know how to
play or not. We'll teach you.
Contact Steve at 527-8014.
Meets weekly.

Thursday

12:00 pm

1:30 pm
Elementary Ballet Class.
-

Boston Colloquium in
Medieval Philosophy.
Casson 100. Lecture by
Hillel Fradkin entitled "The
Political Thought of Ibn
Tufail." Sponsored by the
Theology Department. Call
Stephen Brown at 5523880.

12/14- 12/21

13

OTFICERS:
Please pick ity
a copy of the
:lub director'
in ODSD,

WtcElroyl4l[

Friday
14

Final Examinations.
12:00 pm

9:00 pm

Study Day: No Classes.

7:30 pm

today. Limit
ome directory

1:30 pm
Jazz Class. Bonn Studio
Theater. For beginning and
-

intermediate levels using
modern and jazz techniques
and contemporary dance
expression. Taught by Pierre
Barreau. Call Bunny Doyle
at 552-4609. Meets weekly.
4:00 pm

Bradley Symposium.
Gasson 100. Lecture by

Hillel Fradkin, of the
Bradley Foundation, entitled
"Leo Strauss as a Political

ALL ENTRIES
FOR THE
EAGLES EYE
MUST BE RECEIVED
BY NOON ON THE
TUESDAY BEFORE
PUBLICATION.

NO
EXCEPTIONS!!
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